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WebFOCUS Release Notes Version 7 Release 6

These topics provide current product limitations and known issues for WebFOCUS Version 7 Release 6.

Note: In Version 7 Release 6, the WebFOCUS CGI is not certified.

Topics:
Developer Studio

WebFOCUS HTML Active Reports

Web Browser Issues Visual Discovery

Managed Reporting Maintain

Power Painter ReportCaster

HTML Report Assistant Two-Way Email

Graphs WebFOCUS Magnify

OLAP Web and Application Servers

Business Intelligence Dashboard National Language Support (NLS)

Open Portal Services
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WebFOCUS

In this section:

Windows Operating Systems

WebFOCUS Installation and Configuration

WebFOCUS Installation and Configuration (z/OS Specific)

WebFOCUS Administration Console

Excel and PDF Formats

DHTML Format

Dragging a TOC Icon in an HTML TOC Report

HOLD FORMAT XML and -HTMLFORM Reporting Issue

Using Dialogue Manager Commands

Conditionally Formatting Reports

Resetting the Search Dialogue

Loading Large Master Files in GUI Tools

WebFOCUS Auto-Prompt

Amper Auto-Prompt “All” Values With Compound WHERE Statements

Amper Auto-Prompt 'No Selection' Gives FOC002 if Another WHERE Exists

Windows Operating Systems
WebFOCUS Version 7 Release 6 is not manufactured for certain obsolete versions of operating
systems.

As noted on Microsoft’s Web site in articles Windows Lifecycle Policy and Retiring Windows
NT Server 4.0: Changes in Product Availability and Support, Microsoft support for Windows
NT workstation ended June 2003 and Windows NT Server support ended December 2004.

Although there may still be references to Windows NT in documentation, please note that
effective January 1, 2005, new service packs for WebFOCUS and new WebFOCUS releases
are no longer certified with Windows NT Server and that as of January 1, 2004, new service
packs for Developer Studio and new WebFOCUS Developer Studio releases were no longer
certified with Windows NT Workstation.
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Customers using Windows NT Server at the WebFOCUS 5.1.x, 5.2.x, and 5.3.x release levels
will continue to be supported until a future time when an older release is generally considered
"de-supported" due to age and availability of newer releases (normally, the current release
and two prior releases).

WebFOCUS Installation and Configuration
The following are known issues when installing and configuring WebFOCUS:

The WebFOCUS client installation program for Windows now supports Universal Naming
Convention (UNC) paths, with the exception of the ReportCaster Distribution Server. UNC
paths are intended for configuring WebFOCUS in a clustered web-tier. The Distribution
Server has to be installed locally on the machine from which the WebFOCUS installation
is run, or it can be installed separately on a different machine. For more information, see
chapter 4 of the WebFOCUS and ReportCaster Installation and Configuration for Windows
manual.

On any platform, do not install WebFOCUS in a directory that has spaces in its name or
any names in its path. On UNIX, do not untar the installation tar file in a directory that
has spaces in its name or names in its path.

If you are using the PC Anywhere host software, you must stop it before installing JDK
1.4.X. After the installation of JDK is complete, restart PC Anywhere.

WebFOCUS Version 7 Release 6 has been certified with ServletExec ISAPI and ServletExec
AS Versions 5.0.0.13 with Patch 11. Patch 11 includes a hot fix that is needed for
ServletExec to work with WebFOCUS Power Painter and Advanced Graph Assistant tools.

If you are using New Atlanta's ServletExec application server along with ISS and you are
also using new WebFOCUS tools (for example, Advanced Graph Assistant and Power
Painter), use ServletExec version 5 with the latest SP (5.0.0.13 or higher).

For installations on z/OS and UNIX, the classpath in ReportCaster, located in
ibi\reportcaster76\bin\classpath, requires modifications. The ibi_xalan_2_7_0.jar file
should be added to the classpath, and log4j requires a correction by replacing the
underscore with a dash.

For Windows platforms, JDK/JRE 1.6.0_03 is now packaged with WebFOCUS Version 7
Release 6.4. This applies to full installations of WebFOCUS only, not upgrade installations.
JDK 1.4.2.x and above are still supported with WebFOCUS.

Tomcat 5.5.25 is provided with full installations of WebFOCUS Version 7 Release 6.4
for Windows.
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The WebFOCUS Version 7 Release 6.4 Client installation program now fully supports
Windows AMD 64-bit machines for full installations. When the installation is completed,
WebFOCUS, ReportCaster, 64-bit JRE, Tomcat, and the Tomcat and IIS plugin are
successfully installed.

Take note of the following requirements:

Windows 2003 Server

Sun JRE 1.6.0_03 for AMD64 Windows (Provided with WebFOCUS installation, can
be installed if it does not already exist, and only Sun Java is currently supported with
the Windows AMD 64-bit installation.)

wfinst764AMD64.exe (Obtain from the download site or run webfocusAMD64.exe
from the CD.)

Tomcat 5.5.25 (Provided with WebFOCUS installation.)

Microsoft .NET Framework for the Tomcat and IIS plugin (Must exist on the same
machine prior to installing WebFOCUS and can be obtained from Microsoft's web site.)

Note that Tomcat plug-in is supported, but running a Power Painter report that contains
a graph does not work correctly with the Tomcat plugin on Windows AMD 64.

On OS platforms with Itanium 64-bit, take note of the following:

Requirements:

JDK 1.4.2_12 for Itanium 64-bit

Tomcat 5.5.17 zip file installation

Tomcat 5.5.17 compatibility package for JDK 1.4.2 support

Run webfocus.exe for the WebFOCUS install

Problems:

Tomcat 5.5 cannot be started as a service; startup.bat must be used

ReportCaster will not start as a service

Tomcat plug-in support:

There is no Tomcat plug-in available for Itanium 64-bit

The 32-bit plug-in does not work because it fails to load in IIS

WebFOCUS Installation and Configuration (z/OS Specific)
Note that z/OS is supported for WebFOCUS as of Version 7 Release 6.1.
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WebFOCUS Administration Console
The following are known issues when using the WebFOCUS Administration Console:

The WebFOCUS CGI and iWay client console are no longer installed with WebFOCUS. The
WebFOCUS Administration console should be used to add and modify server nodes in
the odin.cfg file.

When you click Trace On to enable NLS tracing, a file is created. Also, NLS traces cannot
be deleted using the Traces panel because when the file is deleted, it is recreated under
the Traces panel. To delete the traces, navigate to the WebFOCUS76\logs directory and
manually delete the file(s).

The WebFOCUS Administration Console does not allow users to create a client or cluster
node with an amper sign (&). This is a reserved character.

The REDIRECT_COOKIE parameter in the General settings section of the WebFOCUS
Administration Console allows administrators to add an extra layer of security when
running redirected requests. It prevents a redirected request that was run on one machine
from being viewed on another machine. It uses a unique encrypted identifier to ensure
that the user that sent the original request is the user retrieving the output.

However, when REDIRECT_COOKIE is set to ON, the following report formats can be
viewed from another browser session:

WP

PS

PNG

SVG

On z/OS, you must encrypt/decrypt a file using the same client mode. For example, if
you encrypt cgivars.wfs using the WFServlet, then you must decrypt cgivars.wfs using
that same client mode.

Excel and PDF Formats
The following are known issues when using Excel, EXL2K, Excel 2000, and PDF formats:

Gradient shading is not supported in PDF format for 3D graphics. Graphics with gradient
shading will appear black and white when in a PDF.

EXL97 format does not always respect the WebFOCUS edit options.
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If drill-downs are included in a WebFOCUS report in Excel format, and the drill-down reports
fail to open, you must check the Browse in same window option for XLS file types. If this
setting is not selected, a WebFOCUS report in Excel format will be unable to pass cookies
to drill-down reports, and the reports will fail to open. To check the Browse in same
window option for XLS file types, perform the following steps:

1. Access Windows Explorer.

2. From the Tools menu, click Folder Options.

3. Select the File Types tab.

4. Select the XLS extension and then click Advanced.

5. Select the Browse in same window check box and then click OK.

6. Click Close to exit the Folder Options window.

If you are using Integrated Windows Authentication (IWA), Basic Web server authentication,
or both, and you attempt to open a WebFOCUS report that contains a HOLD FORMAT
EXL2K statement, you may need to type your user ID and password multiple times before
the Excel 2000 output document opens in the Web browser. To resolve this issue, obtain
Microsoft Office 2000 Service Release 1/1a (SR-1/SR-1a).

You may encounter problems working with FOCUS new date formats (such as MDYY)
when using the EXL2K and EXL2K PIVOT formats. FOCUS new date formats are not created
as an Excel 2000 date format.

For EXL2K output format, a report can include 65,536 rows and 256 columns. Rows and
columns in excess of these limits are excluded from the report.

The WebFOCUS Reporting Server can generate HOLD and SAVE output with an .xht
extension for Excel 2000 data and a .xsl extension for Excel data.

Spot markers are not supported for positioning headings and footings when using FORMAT
EXL2K. As a workaround, use the HEADALIGN, COLSPAN, or JUSTIFY commands to
position items for FORMAT EXL2K. For example:

TABLE FILE CAR
"FIRST <+0>2nd"
PRINT COUNTRY CAR MODEL SALES
ON TABLE HOLD FORMAT EXL2K
ON TABLE SET STYLE*
type=heading, headalign=body, $
type=heading, line=1, object=text, item=1, colspan=3,$
type=heading, line=1, object=text, item=2, justify=right,$
END
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In some situations, you may encounter problems while running reports with EXCEL or
EXL2K format. As a workaround, check the current level of your Microsoft Office 2000
installation. If you have upgraded or applied any Service Packs, you may need to install
the latest Service Pack.

Note: All versions of Microsoft Office 2000 may need to be completely uninstalled and
reinstalled from a source that includes the upgraded version (for example, Standard or
Premium) or the new Service Pack.

The output of the formats DIF, Excel, and EXL2K opens a new browser window instead
of going into the launch or output blocks. This occurs because Firefox browser does not
have the application plug-ins to launch Microsoft Excel within the browser.

DHTML Format
DHTML is an output format that supports absolute-positioning (the precise-positioning
functionality that PDF supports) for placing text and images inside an HTML report. This
allows HTML reports to be designed so they can predictably fit on a page for printing. DHTML
uses a font map file called dhtml.fmp.

DHTML supports grids, background colors, OVERs, bursting, and coordinated compound
reports. It supports On-Demand Paging with the setting HTMLARCHIVE=OFF. DHTML generates
a web archive (.mht) when you issue the command SET HTMLARCHIVE=ON. Power Painter
preview mode displays output in the browser window in DHTML format.

Dragging a TOC Icon in an HTML TOC Report
When an HTML Table of Contents (TOC) is added to a report, an icon is inserted in the upper
left corner of the report page. You can double-click the TOC icon and the TOC will expand to
show a new box displaying an icon for each of the associated highest level sort values used
in creating the report.

For Firefox, if the user attempts to drag a TOC icon out of the box onto the original window,
a new window will pop-up displaying the icon. This is not the intended behavior of WebFOCUS.

For Internet Explorer, if the user attempts to drag a TOC icon out of the box, Internet Explorer
prevents this from happening.

HOLD FORMAT XML and -HTMLFORM Reporting Issue
Running a report which creates a HOLD FORMAT XML that is called by -HTMLFORM results
in an empty HOLD file and an error condition.
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The workaround for this issue involves adding two lines of FILEDEF code, shown in boldface
type in the following example:

TABLE FILE GGORDER
SUM QUANTITY
ON TABLE HOLD FORMAT XML
END
-RUNFILEDEF HOLD CLEARFILEDEF HOLD DISK HOLD.XML-HTMLFORM BEGIN 
!IBI.FILE.HOLD;
-HTMLFORM END

Using Dialogue Manager Commands
The following are limitations when using Dialogue Manager commands when the amper auto-
prompt functionality is turned on:

When a -PROMPT statement follows a -SET statement for the same variable, the -SET
statement is respected and the - PROMPT statement is ignored.

When a -SET statement follows a -PROMPT statement for the same variable, the -SET
statement is ignored and the - PROMPT statement is respected, resulting in a prompt
for that variable.

Two -PROMPT statements within the same FOCEXEC are not supported.

Infinite loops or looping prompts are not supported.

Amper variables within the calling FOCEXEC and the calling FOCEXEC name are specified
using an amper variable. The following are examples of the calling FOCEXEC name being
specified using an amper variable:

EX &FEXNAME
-INCLUDE &FEXNAME
EXEC &FEXNAME 

Conditionally Formatting Reports
WebFOCUS does not display conditional formatting options when the formatting is dependent
on a Packed (P) numeric field.

The syntax for creating conditional formatting is:

ON fieldname option WHEN expression[;]

The value you substitute for the fieldname parameter cannot be a Packed numeric field.
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Resetting the Search Dialogue
The search dialogue can be reset by simultaneously pressing the ALT and TAB keys more
than once to navigate to a different application window and then back to the WebFOCUS
search window.

Loading Large Master Files in GUI Tools
WebFOCUS takes a very long time to load large Master Files in GUI tools including Report
Painter and the Join tool. Load time increases if files have many segments. (Synonym Editor
does not have this issue and by default, it loads files with segments collapsed.)

WebFOCUS Auto-Prompt
The following are known issues for using WebFOCUS amper auto-prompting:

If an amper variable name exceeds 12 characters, and the variable is included between
-HTMLFORM BEGIN and -HTMLFORM END, the variable is not resolved.

The dynamic drop-down list does not list any values when DBA security is specified in
the Master File for the data source.

Amper Auto-Prompt “All” Values With Compound WHERE Statements
When the “All” value is selected for a parameter referenced in a compound WHERE statement
coded on a single line, the other parameters within the compound WHERE statement are
ignored. Developer Studio Expression Builder tool creates compound WHERE statements
on a single line. A workaround is to edit the procedure to have each WHERE statement on
a separate line.

The following is an example of coding each WHERE statement on a separate line (where the
AND operator is implied):

WHERE COUNTRY EQ &COUNTRY.(OR(FIND COUNTRY IN car)).Country.;

WHERE CAR EQ &CAR.(OR(FIND CAR IN car)).Car.;

Note: When editing a procedure to place each WHERE statement on a separate line, carefully
evaluate coding changes for correct parenthesis grouping and use of the OR operator.

Amper Auto-Prompt 'No Selection' Gives FOC002 if Another WHERE Exists
A FOC002 error is given when the 'No Selection' option is selected for a multi-select
parameter in a complex selection test (WHERE statement) that spans multiple lines. The
workaround is to edit the procedure to keep the WHERE statement on a single line. Note
that HTML Report Assistant and HTML Graph Assistant create complex WHERE statements
that span multiple lines, while the Developer Studio Expression Builder tool creates complex
WHERE statements on a single line.
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The following is a code example to demonstrate this issue:

-* Created by Report Assistant
-* FF Line do not change this line! Field Name
-* FF Line do not change this line! Alias
-* FF Line do not change this line! Format
-* FF Line do not change this line! Segment
-* FF Line do not change this line! displayTree=0
TABLE FILE CAR
SUM CAR.BODY.SALES
BY CAR.ORIGIN.COUNTRY
BY CAR.COMP.CAR
BY CAR.CARREC.MODEL

WHERE (CAR.ORIGIN.COUNTRY EQ &COUNTRY.(OR(FIND COUNTRY IN CAR)).Country:.)

AND (CAR.BODY.SALES NE 0);
ON TABLE SET HTMLCSS ON
ON TABLE NOTOTAL
END
-* End Report Assistant

Web Browser Issues

In this section:

Firefox Browser Issues

IE Browser Issues

Disabling Pop-Up Filters

Firefox Browser Issues
The following are known issues for using Firefox browsers:

Firefox browser does not support ActiveX controls.

Firefox browser does not natively support .mht files. The .mht extension is assigned to
Web pages that are saved or created using the Multipurpose Internet Mail Extension
HTML (MHTML) formats. Recent research discovered the following article related to this
issue: http://mcpmag.com/columns/article.asp?EditorialsID=1202

The article includes information about an extension available for Firefox to read .mht
files. Information Builders has not done specific testing and is not recommending the
use of this extension. You may want to consult the forum for the developer of the extension
at: http://www.createforum.com/phpbb/maf.html.
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When using the Firefox browser, the Dashboard Change Management tool 'Download
File' button does not respond when you click it.

When using Firefox, the View Library Versions interface does not show a vertical scroll
bar if the number of report versions exceeds the height of the frame.

In Version 7 Release 6.1 and higher, this issue is resolved.

IE Browser Issues

In this section:

Loading Online Help With McAfee VirusScan and IE Version 6

MIME Types in Internet Explorer

Issues Specific to JVM Versions

The following are known issues for using IE (Internet Explorer) browsers:

When using IE Version 7.0 on Windows XP or Vista, there is an issue with default system
icons displaying for Internet shortcut files. For more information about this issue, see
Microsoft Knowledge Base Article 930426:
http://support.microsoft.com/default.aspx/kb/930426.

When a Developer Studio user runs a procedure and then attempts to rerun an existing
or new procedure, the second request closes the existing IE Version 7.0 browser and
the report does not run. This issue does not occur when the user manually closes the
browser window that was opened, or selects Options from the Windows menu in Developer
Studio and enables the Use new browser to execute setting in the Other Settings area of
the General tab.

The Managed Reporting Applet Text Editor invoked from the Other File component opens
behind the IE Version 7.0 browser displaying Managed Reporting. This issue does not
occur with IE Version 6.0 SP2 or IE Version 6 SP1.

When reports with formats PS, DIF, LOTUS, and TABT have the WebFOCUS Client report
format redirection set to NO, the reports do not run from within HTML Report Assistant.
When these reports are run from within HTML Report Assistant, an output window opens
and IE 7 displays the message, "To help protect your security, Internet Explorer blocked
this site from downloading files to your computer. Click here for options...". When
"Download File..." is selected, the browser session hangs. PS, DIF, LOTUS, and TABT
reports run successfully from the MR domain tree within the MR Applet user interface,
BI Dashboard, and Developer Studio.
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The workaround for running these reports from within HTML Report Assistant is to change
the WebFOCUS Client report format redirection setting for PS, DIF, LOTUS, and TABT to
YES. For information on changing report format redirection, see the WebFOCUS Security
and Administration manual.

When multiple fields are selected in the field list, an HTTP 500 error is displayed in a
new browser window. Close the browser window with the HTTP 500 error, return to HTML
RA, and the fields are selected and can be dragged into the Fields tab report sections.

When using a screen resolution of 800 by 600 pixels with IE Version 7, the bottom
messages within HTML Report Assistant and HTML Graph Assistant overlap. This issue
does not occur with 1024 x768 screen resolution. IE Version 6 did not have this
overlapping problem with 800 x 600 screen resolution.

Loading Online Help With McAfee VirusScan and IE Version 6

In Version 7 Release 6.4, when accessing WebFOCUS online help using Internet Explorer
Version 6, the performance may be adversely affected if McAfee VirusScan is running on
the same machine. If you experience a long delay, disable the On-Access Scan option and
the online help will load instantly. To disable the On-Access Scan option, right-click the
VirusScan icon on the right side of the McAfee taskbar and select Disable On-Access Scan.

MIME Types in Internet Explorer

Under certain situations, Microsoft Internet Explorer cannot determine the type of file being
returned (MIME type).

It is important for you to be aware of the URL used to produce output. If the last parameter
of a URL ends in an extension that is known to the browser and the browser cannot determine
the type of file being returned, the output is set to same extension as the URL used to
download the file.

For example, if your last parameter is an e-mail address, abcxyz@ibi.com, and you are
returning a text file, which does not have a MIME type, the browser will assume it is a .com
file because the last parameter in the URL ends in .com.

Workaround:

1. Rearrange the parameters so that the ending parameter does not end in a known MIME
type.

2. If you cannot rearrange the parameters, add a dummy parameter after the parameter
with the known MIME type.

For more information, see Handling MIME Types in Internet Explorer, on the Microsoft Web
site.
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Issues Specific to JVM Versions

When using the Internet Explorer browser configured to use Sun JVM version 1.5.0_11 and
using the Managed Reporting Applet User Interface the following errors are seen in the Sun
Java Console. No impact to the functionality of the Managed Reporting Applet User Interface
has been identified.

java.lang.NullPointerException: peer
          at sun.awt.windows.WCanvasPeer.create(Native Method)
          at sun.awt.windows.WComponentPeer.<init>(Unknown Source)
          at sun.awt.windows.WCanvasPeer.<init>(Unknown Source)
          at sun.awt.windows.WPanelPeer.<init>(Unknown Source)
          at sun.awt.windows.WToolkit.createPanel(Unknown Source)
          at java.awt.Panel.addNotify(Unknown Source)
          at ibi.mra.IBIMRADmin1.init(IBIMRADmin1.java:8072)
          at sun.applet.AppletPanel.run(Unknown Source)
          at java.lang.Thread.run(Unknown Source)

This issue is listed in Sun Microsystem’s JDK 1.5.0_11 Release Notes under bug id 6178323
at: http://bugs.sun.com/bugdatabase/view_bug.do?bug_id=6178323

The bug report information specifies this is a permanent change. WebFOCUS programming
will review this issue and work to handle the error appropriately.

Disabling Pop-Up Filters
If you installed a pop-up filter for your browser, you must disable it when accessing Managed
Reporting features such as Report Assistant. For example, the Google search tool and
Microsoft security patches install and enable pop-up blockers and have an option to disable
pop-ups.
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Long Report Filenames and Descriptions Truncated in Properties Dialog
For Managed Reporting Developers, the MR Applet and Developer Studio MR Properties
dialog for an MR procedure shows only the first 34 characters of the filename information.
The full filename information is viewable using the Dashboard MR Properties dialog, which
enables a horizontal scroll bar when the filename exceeds the width of the Properties dialog.

ReportCaster Alerts
When using the MR Applet Alert Wizard to create an alert test using the text editor, the Java
console contains the following error: "IBIResfile: String named: 'EditorFrameWidth'
is missing from the resource file". This error does not have any impact on the user
being able to use the text editor to create or edit the alert test.
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Spaces and Double Quotes Not Allowed in E-mail Address Field
In Version 7 Release 6, spaces and double quotes are allowed to be entered when creating
new users in the Managed Reporting Administration interface. This causes problems when
logging in with the associated user ID.

In Version 7 Release 6.1 and higher, this issue is resolved. Spaces and double quotes are
not allowed in the e-mail address field when creating new users. If a space or double quote
character is entered, an error message is displayed indicating that the value of the e-mail
field is invalid.

Managed Reporting Migration
The following are known issues with Managed Reporting Migration:

In Version 7 Release 6.2, the Managed Reporting Migration utility migrates deferred
tickets from Version 5 Release 2 and higher using the Load deferred tickets option during
the Load step of the migration. Deferred tickets from Version 4 Release 3.6 and earlier
cannot be migrated. Note that this feature requires the corresponding files to exist on
the Reporting Server.

The following error in the Managed Reporting Migration log can be ignored when the file
specified after 'Cannot find ro file' is a My Report that is not based on a Reporting Object.

Editing for Myreports for: D:\ibi\WebFOCUS71\basedir
D:\ibi\WebFOCUS71\basedir\admin.htm is not editable: editMyReport Cannot
find ro file.D:\ibi\WebFOCUS71\basedir\admin/123.fex
Unable to edit D:\ibi\WebFOCUS71\basedir\admin.htm for Myreports. 

To confirm if a My Report is based on a Reporting Object, review the content of the My
Report file specified after text 'Cannot find ro file'. The My Report is based on a Reporting
Object when the first line of the My Report contains -* Begin MR Prefix *-.

In Version 7 Release 6.1 and higher, this issue is resolved.

My Reports that are not based on Reporting Objects and contain -INCLUDE statements
incorrectly have the internal flag roname=value added to the MRFLAG string for the My
Report entry in the Managed Reporting user's .htm file within the Managed Reporting
repository. Due to this flag being added the My Report will not run from the MR Applet
User Interface. The My Report will run from the BI Dashboard interface.

This problem can be corrected by manually editing the user's .htm file in the MR Repository
and remove the roname=value reference from within the MRFLAG= value.
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Example of a Custom Report with roname= value to delete:

<!--IBIMR_FOLDER-->
<P>
<A HREF='#.olapcustomreports' MRFLAG='none'>Custom Reports</A>
<LI><A HREF='admin/cars.fex' MRFLAG='myreport,rassist,roname=mrv/
carmilea.fex'>Cars</A><!--/IBIMR_FOLDER-->

Issues Related to Web Browsers
For view more information related to Managed Reporting features affected by Web browser
issues, see Disabling Pop-Up Filters on page 23.

Issue with Logon Pages
When directly accessing the http://hostname/ibi_html/workbnch/logon.htm, logons.htm,
logonwi.html, or logonsi.htm logon pages (not recommended), the URL displays the flags
used by the applet user interfaces to determine the user's privilege level and what interface
options to display. End users can modify the flags in the URL to access Managed Reporting
functionality they are not authorized to use.

The preferred logon pages for Managed Reporting, for example, mrlogon.htm, are designed
as framesets.To eliminate the flags on the URL, you must call them from a page that is a
frameset that loads various logon pages (for example, logon.htm). When the logon pages
that are framesets are used, the flags do not display on the URL.

The following sample code loads logon.htm in a frameset set to 0. It displays the same way
as if it was calling logon.htm directly but it eliminates the flags displaying in the URL.

<HTML>
<script javascript>
document.topIBIframe = "topIBIframe";
</script>
<HEAD>
<TITLE>Welcome to WebFOCUS Managed Reporting</TITLE>
</HEAD>
<FRAMESET ROWS="0,*" FRAMEBORDER="NO" BORDER=0 FRAMESPACING=0>
<FRAME NAME="left" MARGINWIDTH=0 NORESIZE MARGINHEIGHT=0 FRAMESPACING=0
FRAMEBORDER="NO" MARGINHEIGHT=0>
<FRAME NAME="MRERIGHT" SRC="logon.htm" SCROLLING="YES" MARGINWIDTH=0
NORESIZE MARGINHEIGHT=0 FRAMESPACING=0 FRAMEBORDER="NO" MARGINHEIGHT=0>
</FRAMESET>
</FRAMESET>
</HTML>
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Import Feature
The Managed Reporting Applet Import feature does not display files you are attempting to
import if the files already exist in one of the following directories:

A Domains app directory for Standard Reports. For example,
\ibi\WebFOCUS76\basedir\domainname\app.

A Managed Reporting Repository import directory. For example,
\ibi\WebFOCUS76\basedir\import.

A Domains import directory. For example, \ibi\WebFOCUS76\basedir\domainname\import.

Information Builders recommends that you use the full version of Developer Studio or the
Developer version of Managed Reporting.

Tip: When moving Standard Reports or Reporting Objects between your development and
test Managed Reporting Repositories, use the new Change Management feature instead of
the Managed Reporting Import feature. For more information, see Change Management in
the WebFOCUS Managed Reporting Developer's Manual.

Reporting Objects
The following are known issues with the Reporting Objects:

For Managed Reporting Applet Reporting Objects, the Applet Join tool allows a user to
create a join name containing a space, but the join cannot be reopened.

Computes in a Master File are not available in the Field lists of the Reporting Objects
tool.

If there is only one filter in a group in a Reporting Object and you delete it, the group is
highlighted. However, the New button is grayed out and the Open button is still enabled.
You must click on the already highlighted group to enable the New button and disable
the Open button.

In Version 7 Release 6, when a graph and a report are added to a Reporting Object, if
you select Run, the graph is displayed, which is not correct behavior. By default, the
report should be displayed when you select Run.

In Version 7 Release 6.1 and higher, these issues are resolved.

Maximizing Browser When Logging On Yields a Run Time Error
If you try to maximize the browser window after inputting the user ID, but do not wait for it
to fully load, a JavaScript error will result. This only happens when Microsoft JVM is being
used and does not cause any loss in functionality.
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Cascading Style Sheets
Depending on the browser you are using, bottom margins may not appear correctly.

Group Administrator Advisory
The MR Administration tool does not prevent group administrators from removing themselves
from groups that they administer. This functionality is not scheduled to change.

Deferred Report Status Interface Parameters Display
When you execute a report as deferred, auto-prompting displays the parameters in the order
they appear in the report. If you go to the Deferred Report Status Interface and click the
parameters button, the parameters display in reverse order.

In Version 7 Release 6.4, this issue is resolved.

Deferred Receipt
If IBIC_user and IBIC_pass are defined in the \ibi\webfocus76\client76\wfc\etc\site.wfs
file, a deferred request will incorrectly prompt for WebFOCUS Reporting Server credentials.
As a workaround, set the IBI_REPORT_USER and IBI_REPORT_PASS parameters in the
\ibi\webfocus76\client76\wfc\etc\cgivars.wfs file to valid WebFOCUS Reporting Server
credentials. Next, set the following in the \ibi\webfocus76\client76\wfc\etc\site.wfs file:

IBI_REPORT_USER=&IBIC_user
IBI_REPORT_PASS=&IBIC_pass

The next time you issue a deferred request, you will not be prompted for WebFOCUS Reporting
Server credentials.

Publish Utility
A Managed Reporting Publish form published outside of the MR Repository that runs against
a secure WebFOCUS Reporting server displays an error message that includes the following:

The following error has occurred while processing this form: 
(WFC 32033) Error occurred, rc=32033
Please contact your administrator for assistance.

After clicking OK in the error message dialog box, the publish form displays without dynamic
list values. This issue occurs whether or not you provide valid reporting server credentials.
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Migrating Managed Reporting Published Pages

How to:

Manually Migrate Managed Reporting Published Pages

In Version 5 Release 2 and higher, publish templates have changed slightly from previous
releases to address the following issues:

Pressing the Enter key on a launch page that has only a Defer button runs the report as
a deferred request.

When a published page loads in the browser, its HTML form action is dynamically set
according to the setting found in:

drive:\ibi\WebFOCUS76\ibi_html\javaassist\cgipath.js

This new behavior is achieved using JavaScript in the publish templates, which then become
part of the published launch page. Since the Managed Reporting migration utility does not
change your old published pages, you must perform one of the following after migration:

Republish the pages from Managed Reporting.

Manually edit the migrated pages as explained in the following procedure.

How to Manually Migrate Managed Reporting Published PagesProcedure:

For each published page that you wish to migrate, you must manually edit the HTML source
as follows:

1. Add the following code after the </TITLE> tag and before the </HEAD> tag:

<script src="/ibi_html/javaassist/cgipath.js"></script>
<script language="javascript">
function init()
{
  //updated on (include date & release here)
  document.form.action = getWFScriptName();
  if ((document.form.IBIMR_defer != null) &&
      (document.form.IBIMR_threebuttons != null))
     document.form.IBIMR_defer.value="";
}
</script>

2. Insert the following onLoad element into the <BODY> tag:

onLoad="javascript:init();"
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For example:

<BODY BACKGROUND='/ibi_html/template/none_bkg.gif' 
onLoad="javascript:init();">

Managed Reporting Support for SET BASEURL
The SET BASEURL command is not supported with Managed Reporting requests. Because
Managed Reporting controls the entire user environment, you cannot specify a different URL
to be the base URL (or reference URL).

Application Path Property
The Application Path property is used differently by the report development tools and for
running report requests. When building reports with the tools the application value is sent
to the WebFOCUS Reporting Server using the APP PATH command, replacing any application
paths that may be defined in the server and/or user profiles. When running a report request,
however, the application value is pre-pended to the current application path. If you prefer
that only server resources located in those applications specified in the domain's Application
Path property be found when you run a report request you should ensure that there is no
application path command specified in the server and/or user profiles.

If you schedule a report created in Version 5 Release 3 or earlier using ReportCaster, the
Master File and any files referenced that reside on the WebFOCUS Reporting Server must
be on the WebFOCUS Reporting Server path. This is not a requirement when scheduling a
report created in Version 7 Release 6.

MR Properties Dialog for Standard Reports of Type URL Report
In the Properties dialog within Dashboard and MR Domains, the Last Modified On timestamp
property displays as "Not Available" for Standard Reports of type URL Report. There are
currently no plans to address this limitation.

MR Applet
The following are known issues related to the MR Applet:

When using IE Browser with Sun JVM 1.5, the MR Applet may sporadically close when
closing a reporting tool (HTML Report Assistant, HTML Graph Assistant, Reporting Object
tool). This problem does not occur with IE browser configured to use Sun JVM 1.4.
Information Builders has not been able to identify the cause of this problem due to its
sporadic nature. When the MR Applet unexpectedly closes, the Sun JVM creates a dump
file on the user's desktop with the following file name: hs_err_####.log (where #### is
a series of numbers). If you experience this problem, please report it to Information
Builders Customer Support Services with the Sun JVM dump file and reproduction
information.
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If nothing happens when running a My Report that is not based on a Reporting Object
from within the MR Domains Applet, and the My Report you are running has been migrated
from an earlier WebFOCUS Release, see Managed Reporting Migration on page 25 for
information about the MR migration utility adding the roname=value flag to My Reports
that are not based on Reporting Objects.

HTML-based Reporting Tool Back Button
When the browser 'Back' button is selected while viewing a report that was run from an
HTML based reporting tool, the message 'Processing WebFOCUS Request...' appears, but
the report is not successfully rerun. Close the browser window and run the report or graph
request again. The HTML based reporting tools affected include HTML Report Assistant,
HTML Graph Assistant, Power Painter, and Advanced Graph Assistant.

Creating Multiple Saved Parameter Reports
In Version 7 Release 6.0, when creating multiple saved parameter reports for the same
report or graph, it is recommended that you create all of the saved parameter reports from
the procedure that contains the report or graph request. This is recommended because a
saved parameter report has a reference to the procedure (FOCEXEC) from which it was
created. If you create a saved parameter report from an existing saved parameter report,
the new saved parameter report has a reference to the prior saved parameter report, which
has a reference to the original report or graph procedure. This creates a series of chained
dependent procedures, and if one of the chained procedures is deleted, the reports with
references to the deleted procedure will no longer run successfully.

In Version 7 Release 6.1, this issue is resolved for new saved parameter reports created
in Version 7 Release 6.1 and higher.

–DEFAULT Commands in the Reporting Object Other Component
In Managed Reporting, if you run a My Report that is a Saved Parameter report and the
parameter value applied is not the parameter value you saved, contact your Managed
Reporting Administrator or Developer. Confirm that the saved parameter report is based on
a Reporting Object that specifies default values for the parameter using the –DEFAULT
command in the Reporting Object Other component. The –DEFAULT command should not
be issued in the Reporting Object Other component for parameters that can be saved by the
Saved Parameters feature because the –DEFAULT in the Reporting Object Other component
is issued after, and overrides, the –DEFAULT in the Saved Parameter report.
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Managed Reporting Extract Utility on z/OS
Running mrextract on z/OS produces the following errors:

Extracting MR User Data... 
[Fatal Error] :1:1: Content is not allowed in prolog.
ibi.util.IBIException: Failed to open
../webapps/webfocus76/WEB-INF/web.xml
at ibi.srv.cm.CMMRRepositoryXML.<init>(CMMRRepositoryXML.java:143)
at ibi.util.IBIExtractRepos.init(IBIExtractRepos.java:129)
at ibi.util.IBIExtractRepos.main(IBIExtractRepos.java:93

The problem occurs because the web.xml file in the exploded directory is in ascii format.
The mrextract program expects this file to be in EBCDIC format. To resolve this issue:

1. Navigate to your \root\ibi\WebFOCUS76\webapps\webfocus76\WEB-INF directory.

2. Rename the original web.xml file. For example, rename the web.xml file to webA.xml
(where the A indicates that the file is an ascii file). Use the following command:

mv web.xml webA.xml

3. Convert the file from ascii (ISO8859-1) to EBCDIC (IBM-1047). Use the following command:

iconv –f ISO8859-1 –t IBM-1047 webA.xml > web.xml.

You can now successfully execute the mrextract program.
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Power Painter

In this section:

Reporting Objects With Parameters Cannot be Opened

Application Objects in a Reporting Object Not Supported

Date/Time Options Not Displayed in Header or Footer with IE 7.0

Conditional Styling Property Not Displayed if Properties are Sorted Alphabetically

Changing Themes in Power Painter

Opening Large Files Generates JavaScript Message

No TOTAL Property for Sort Fields

Computed Fields

SunOne Application Server

Relate Object Function

Editing a JOIN

Drill Downs

Multiple Values in a Filter

Reopening Related Reports

DEFINE Statements in Power Painter

Power Painter Reports with GRAPHSERVURL Graphs

Using Oracle 10g Application Server With Power Painter

Using SAP Application Server with PowerPainter

Graph Output Displays Incorrectly

Reporting Objects With Parameters Cannot be Opened
Reporting Objects containing a Where component that use a parameter cannot be opened
with Power Painter. A warning message is issued when attempting to open such a Reporting
Object.

Application Objects in a Reporting Object Not Supported
Application Objects in a Reporting Object are ignored when the Reporting Object is opened
with Power Painter.
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Date/Time Options Not Displayed in Header or Footer with IE 7.0
When adding a Header or Footer to a report or graph object in Power Painter using Internet
Explorer 7.0, if you select Insert Date/Time, the Date/Time formats menu is not displayed.

Conditional Styling Property Not Displayed if Properties are Sorted Alphabetically
The Conditional Styling property for fields in reports and graphs is not displayed if properties
are sorted alphabetically. Change the sort to "view properties with groupings" to see the
Conditional Styling property displayed.

Changing Themes in Power Painter
When creating or editing a Power Painter document, changing the theme of the Power Painter
environment may cause the browser to shut down. This is a Microsoft Internet Explorer 6.0
issue introduced with security update 918899, and is available in the most current cumulative
security update for Internet Explorer 6.0. The fix for this issue was first included in security
update 922760, issued November 2006.

The IE browser shut down problem can occur anytime and is known to occur if you create
or edit a report, select to change the theme, select the report in the canvas, and open the
query panel.

To verify what security updates (hotfixes) are installed on your XP machine, open the Control
Panel, run the Add or Remove Programs tool, select the Show Updates option in the top part
of the tool, and the hotfixes installed are displayed under the section titled "Windows XP –
Software Updates".

Opening Large Files Generates JavaScript Message
When a large file (with 2000 fields) is opened in Power Painter (or Advanced Graph Assistant),
the following JavaScript looping message is generated: "A script on this page is causing
Internet Explorer to run slowly. If it continues to run, your computer may become unresponsive.
Do you want to abort script?". If you select No, you can successfully proceed and continue
working without experiencing any issues related to this warning message.

No TOTAL Property for Sort Fields
There is no TOTAL property for sort fields. When a computed field in the master is added as
a BY field, a BY TOTAL is used in the request. There is no visual indication for a BY TOTAL.

In Version 7 Release 6.1 and higher, this issue is resolved.
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Computed Fields
The following are known issues with Computed fields in Power Painter:

If you add a compute in master to the heading, there is no check to validate that the
compute is referenced in the request.

In Version 7 Release 6.1 and higher, this issue is resolved.

There is no warning given when a computed field is deleted from the request and it is
already used in the heading.

In Version 7 Release 6.1 and higher, this issue is resolved.

SunOne Application Server
Power Painter (and Advanced Graph Assistant) do not work with the SunOne 7 application
server, but do work with SunOne 8.2 if you disable the security manager. Although SunONE
enables the security manager by default, development environments, and authorization and
authentication features, work well with the security manager disabled. To disable the security
manager in SunONE, on the JVM Options page, remove the following option:
"-Djava.security.policy".

Relate Object Function
The following are known issues with the relate object function in Power Painter:

Power Painter (and PDF Layout Painter) do not support using the Relate Object function
with objects other than reports and charts.

For Power Painter (and PDF Layout Painter), the relate object function can only be used
by relating a lower object to one above it on the layout page.

Editing a JOIN
When viewing or creating a JOIN with Power Painter or Advanced Graph Assistant, all fields
in the current active state of the joined structure are listed. When editing a JOIN only, select
fields from the current file or a field from a file higher up in the JOIN structure. Anything
below the current file in the JOIN structure may result in the field not being found which
displays the following error message: "FOC207-FIELD NOT FOUND".

In Version 7 Release 6.1 and higher, this issue is resolved.

Drill Downs
Not all fields and objects with drill downs display as underlined text. This is a display issue
only, and the drill down on the field and/or object still works.
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Multiple Values in a Filter
You cannot reopen Power Painter when using multiple values in a filter (WHERE statement)
for a datetime field. An IE error is generated and the tool cannot be reopened.

A Code example for this issue is shown below:

WHERE (DATETIME.SEG01.DATETIME EQ DT(&DATETIME.
(<2005/08/08 00:00:00>,<2005/08/08 00:00:00>).Datetime:.));

In Version 7 Release 6.1 and higher, this issue is resolved.

Reopening Related Reports
When related reports are inverted and saved, the report cannot be edited with Power Painter.
When attempting to edit the report, the following error message is displayed:
"NOT_FOUND_ERR: An attempt is made to reference a node in a context where it does not
exist". Although the report cannot be edited, it can be run.

In Version 7 Release 6.1 and higher, this issue is resolved.

DEFINE Statements in Power Painter
DEFINE statements created in Power painter are not parsed into the PDF Layout tool. When
the procedure is saved with the PDF Layout tool, the DEFINE statements are removed. The
workaround is to edit the report and move the SET commands above the DEFINE command
before opening the report with the PDF Layout tool.

In Version 7 Release 6.1 and higher, this issue is resolved.

Power Painter Reports with GRAPHSERVURL Graphs
A Power Painter report containing a graph does not run successfully when WebFOCUS is
installed and configured with ISS and Tomcat plug-in and the graph request utilizes
GRAPHSERVURL to create the graph. The problem does not occur with either using JSCOM3
instead of GRAPHSERVURL to create the graph. GRAPHSERVURL will successfully create
the graph when WebFOCUS is installed and configured with Tomcat Standalone configuration.

Using Oracle 10g Application Server With Power Painter
When using the Oracle 10g Application Server, Power Painter and Advanced Graph Assistant
hang when trying to open the application.

Using SAP Application Server with PowerPainter
Power Painter is not fully functional when accessed from an SAP application server. Graphs
can be created successfully, but the message "Failed to Retrieve Query Tree" is returned
when creating reports.
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Graph Output Displays Incorrectly
In Version 7 Release 6, Graph output appears with incorrect horizontal bar colors. Additionally,
conditional styling, background color, and text color are not functional.

In Version 7 Release 6.1 and higher, these issues are resolved.

HTML Report Assistant

In this section:

Web Browsers

Report Assistant Options Tab

The following are known issues when using HTML Report Assistant:

In Version 7 Release 6.2, HTML Report Assistant sets a default StyleSheet for new
procedures. This is the same default StyleSheet used by Power Painter. For new
procedures, the StyleSheet is set to DEFAULT and the output format is set to HTML
without grid. If you select NONE for the StyleSheet, the output format is change to HTML
with grid, which is the default format in earlier releases of WebFOCUS. When you open
an existing procedure with HTML Report Assistant, no StyleSheet is added or modified
by the tool.

When using an external Cascading Style Sheet to format a report, do not set STYLEMODE
to FIXED. You can set STYLEMODE to FULL (the default) or PAGED, but if you set
STYLMODE to FIXED and link to an external Cascading Style Sheet, the report is not
treated as HTML, and unexpected and misaligned output will be generated.

Using OLAP settings in HTML Report Assistant does not set the report to run with OLAP
when the report is saved. Run with OLAP must be set on the Properties tab of the report
by right-clicking the report name, selecting properties, and checking the Run with OLAP
box.

In Version 7 Release 6.2 and higher, this issue is resolved.

Report Assistant and Graph Assistant do not inherit wallpaper for background, but colors
are inherited.

HTML Report Assistant gives a parsing error when there is an expression that performs
a calculation on a decimal format field and there is no number preceding the decimal
point. For example, when using the DEFINE TOOL to create an expression, a parsing error
will occur for the following: ((WHEELBASE * .075) * 0.5)

The workaround is to make sure a 0 precedes all decimal points in the expression. For
the example, you need to edit change it to: ((WHEELBASE * 0.075) * 0.5)
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In Version 7 Release 6.1 and higher, this issue is resolved.

If an administrator defines an alphanumeric DEFINE field in a Reporting Object to a
constant value without enclosing the value within single quotation marks, WebFOCUS
does not list the field in the Field List window for Report Assistant and Graph Assistant.

When creating a report using Report Assistant, if you select the OLAP or On Demand
Paging options, the Report Title can be added in the Report Options tab, but the value
will not be used when the report is displayed.

When you create a DEFINE field in Report Assistant, if you want that field to be blank,
the blank must be contained in quotation marks.

When opening the HTML Report Assistant from Managed Reporting, if the last server you
accessed was an MVS server, then the HTML Report Assistant opens from a domain
that maps to a Windows or UNIX server. However, the files from the MVS server are still
visible, instead of the files from the Windows or UNIX server. This occurs when you open
the HTML Report Assistant in the Custom Reports folder under the My Reports tab.

If you shut down the HTML Report Assistant while it is still loading, the workspace is
frozen, and you must refresh the browser to continue.

The pipe (concatenation symbol) appears in the Selection Criteria value when the value
contains an ampersand because it is needed by WebFOCUS to correctly process the &
within the Where Value. If the user uses the editor to edit the request, the pipe will be
shown. The pipe will appear both on the Selection Criteria page in Report Assistant and
in the Editor so the user knows how the request must be built and so that if the user
changes the Where Value in the Editor, they will not accidentally remove the pipe.

Web Browsers
The following are known Web browser issues when using HTML Report Assistant:

When using a Firefox browser, the Show field list option is not available on the (Report)
Headings tab of the HTML Report and Graph Assistant tools. As a work around, you can
type in a field name.

When using a Firefox browser, if you select text in a heading or footing from the (Report)
Headings tab of the HTML Report and Graph Assistant tools, the text may become
unselected. When this occurs, reselect the text.

When using a Firefox browser, the cursor does not display in the text area of the (Report)
Headings tab in the HTML Report and Graph Assistant tools. The cursor will appear when
you begin to enter text.
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When using a Firefox browser with the HTML Report Assistant, if you click the (Report)
Headings tab, the bottom border of the heading text box may not be solid. Also, if you
select a text color or a background color for your heading, the bottom border of the
heading text box may show the color squares from the color palette dialog box. This
behavior does not effect functionality.

When using a Firefox browser, drag and drop is disabled for HTML Report and Graph
Assistant tools.

When using a Firefox browser with Dashboard and you drag an image from the desktop
to Dashboard, a File Not Found message replaces Dashboard (but does not close the
window). To return to Dashboard, click the Back button. If you drag an image from the
desktop over HTML Report Assistant or HTML Graph Assistant running in Firefox browser,
the HTML tool will close.

When you specify field titles in the Field Options tab of HTML Report Assistant, you cannot
have leading spaces due to browser limitations.

Report Assistant Options Tab
The Display Format selection box on the Options tab lists LOTUS as a display format. This
format, however, does not create a valid Lotus™ spreadsheet. To work around this limitation,
follow these steps:

1. Select the Excel display format.

2. When the request is run, WebFOCUS prompts you to save or open the file, select Save.

3. Save the file with an .xls extension to a valid directory.

Lotus Release 5.0 or higher can open files with an .xls extension.
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Graphs

In this section:

Outputting a Graph to a Printer

Advanced Graph Assistant

HTML Graph Assistant

Pie Chart Feeler Lines and Labels

Ensuring a Quick Response Time for the Graph Preview

WebFOCUS Graphics

Running Applet Graphs in the HTML Graph Assistant

Displaying Slope and Steepness Values

WebFOCUS Graph Tool Issues with Tomcat 5.0 and JDK 1.5

Outputting a Graph to a Printer
You must activate the ActiveX control in your browser when outputting a graph to a printer
using Developer Studio. The browser should only be visible on the taskbar.

If you are using Windows 2000, you must set the following options to print graphs.

1. Launch Internet Explorer.

2. Select Internet Options from the Tools menu.

3. Click the Security tab.

4. Click the Internet zone if it is not already selected by default.

5. Click the Custom Level button. The Security Settings dialog box opens.

6. From the Download signed ActiveX controls option, select Enable.

7. From the Download unsigned ActiveX controls option, select Enable.

8. From the Initialize and script ActiveX controls option, select Enable.

9. Click OK to close the Security Settings dialog box.

10. Click OK to close the Internet Options dialog box and save your changes.
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Advanced Graph Assistant
The following are known issues when using Advanced Graph Assistant:

In Version 7 Release 6.4, when changing from the Aggregate measure (SUM) option to
the Detail measure (PRINT) option in Advanced Graph Assistant, the user interface does
not refresh to reflect the change. However, the tool still generates the correct syntax.

Selecting the Bumps template produces the desired output at runtime, but displays purple
colors instead of red bumps in the Preview pane when working in design mode.

Advanced Graph Assistant gives an HTTP 500 error when accessed from an SAP
Application Server.

When a large file (with 2000 fields) is opened in Advanced Graph Assistant or Power
Painter, the following JavaScript looping message is generated: "A script on this page is
causing Internet Explorer to run slowly. If it continues to run, your computer may become
unresponsive. Do you want to abort script?". If you select No, you can successfully
continue working without experiencing any issues related to this warning message.

Advanced Graph Assistant (and Power Painter) will not work on JSR168 compliant portals
and the SAP portal which prevents the tool from opening and displays an HTTP 404 error.

In Advanced Graph Assistant, the drill down dialog does not work when accessed from
Local Projects and Data Servers in Developer Studio, and the drill down dialog does not
open in the proper Standard Reports directory when accessed from Managed Reporting.

The Advanced Graph Assistant (and Power Painter) do not work with the SunOne 7
application server, but do work with SunOne 8.2 if you disable the security manager.
Although SunONE enables the security manager by default, development environments,
and authorization and authentication features, work well with the security manager
disabled. To disable the security manager in SunONE, on the JVM Options page, remove
the following option: "-Djava.security.policy".

When using the Oracle 10g Application Server, Power Painter and Advanced Graph
Assistant hang when trying to open the application.

In Version 7 Release 6, Graph output appears with incorrect horizontal bar colors.
Additionally, conditional styling, background color, and text color are not functional.

In Version 7 Release 6.1 and higher, these graph output issues are resolved.
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HTML Graph Assistant

In this section:

Web Browsers

The following are known issues when using the HTML Graph Assistant:

When you create a procedure in the Graph Assistant and select the Output to Printer
option, after the procedure is executed, "No HTML output" is displayed instead of output
in the actual graph and print windows. As a workaround, before executing the procedure,
edit the code to move ON GRAPH SET PRINT OFFLINE after ON GRAPH PCHOLD AS HOLD
FORMAT PNG in the procedure.

Report Assistant and Graph Assistant do not inherit wallpaper for background, but colors
are inherited.

The Graph Preview panel is not supported in the Graph Assistant on LINUX.

When you run a report in deferred mode from the HTML Graph Assistant, and you save
the output from the Deferred Report Status interface, the output is saved as "(--- adhoc
---)". If you save multiple outputs of deferred graphs run from the HTML Graph Assistant,
you will not be able to tell what saved output corresponds to what procedure until you
run it from the My Reports tab. However, this issue does not occur when you run deferred
reports from the Editor.

Clicking an object before the HTML Graph Assistant is fully loaded causes script errors.

When creating a graph, which displays values in dollars and cents, the Bubble Help may
display a value less than the same field in the data file (from.01 cents to.05 cents less).

There are some limitations in the functionality of the preview feature in the HTML Graph
Assistant. When the user is trying to run IBIGraphServelt against a Windows XP machine
remotely, there is a limit to the number of Y-axis fields that can be added to build the
graph. If you specify too many Y-axis fields, some will get cut off from the graph image
that appears in the Preview screen.

When using BEA WebLogic Application Server without an external Web server, if you
deploy an ibi_html Web application by creating WEB-INF/web.xml under
WebFOCUS76/ibi_html, add a MIME type block to web.xml. For example, add:

<mime-mapping>
      <extension>xml</extension>
      <mime-type>text/xml</mime-type>
</mime-mapping>
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When the Automatically arrange chart elements check box is turned on, the text rotation
feature for titles does not work in order to preserve a well-fitted graph without any
overlappings.

The Reset button is used to reset the styling information that does not include the Graph
Options available on the Graph Types tab, such as Graph type, Graph style, and Vertical,
Horizontal, or 3D Effects. The Reset button is located near the template selection list
box so that the user can reset all the styling information before applying anything from
the template. You can reset the following with the Reset button:

Field color for any of the Y-axis fields on the Field selection tab.

Changes made in the Style dialog box, including: Text Style, Font, Size, and Color.
This applies to the Style dialog boxes on the Headings tab, the Graph subtab, and in
the Properties tab for the Settings, X-axis, and Y-axis subtabs.

Background and Frame Color on the Options subtab on the Properties tab.

Web Browsers

The following are known Web browser issues when using HTML Graph Assistant:

When using a Firefox browser, the Show field list option is not available on the (Report)
Headings tab of the HTML Report and Graph Assistant tools. As a work around, you can
type in a field name.

When using a Firefox browser, if you select text in a heading or footing from the (Report)
Headings tab of the HTML Report and Graph Assistant tools, the text may become
unselected. When this occurs, reselect the text.

When using a Firefox browser, the cursor does not display in the text area of the (Report)
Headings tab in the HTML Report and Graph Assistant tools. The cursor will appear when
you begin to enter text.

When using a Firefox browser with the HTML Graph Assistant, if you click the (Report)
Headings tab the bottom border of the heading text box may not be solid. Also, if you
select a text color or a background color for your heading, the bottom border of the
heading text box may show the color squares from the color palette dialog box. This
behavior does do not effect functionality.

Pie Chart Feeler Lines and Labels
In all graph tools, when creating pie charts and selecting pie labels with or without feeler
lines, in some instances, the labels and lines overlap, which creates unreadable labels.

In Version 7 Release 6.4, this issue is resolved.
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Ensuring a Quick Response Time for the Graph Preview
When you first open the HTML Graph Assistant, the Graph Preview loads slowly. To ensure
a quick loading time, you can add an option to your Java Virtual Machine (JVM). Navigate to
http://machinename/servlet/admin. The New Atlanta Servlet 4.2 opens. Select Options
under Virtual Machine. Add the following on the third line under Java VM Options:

-Dsun.java2d.noddraw

WebFOCUS Graphics
Nested double-quotation marks are not currently supported in WebFOCUS Graphics. For
example, input like 'A novel by Joe "Smitty" Smith' will result in an error.

Running Applet Graphs in the HTML Graph Assistant
Applet graphs with the setting GRAPHENGINE=OLD work with both Sun's and Microsoft's
VM. Applet graphs with the setting GRAPHENGINE=NEW work only with Sun's VM. If you have
a graph with the setting GRAPHENGINE=NEW and you are using Microsoft VM, the following
message appears:

"New Graphics Engine cannot be run in the current browser.
Either update your Java Plug-in or change your GRAPHENGINE setting."

Displaying Slope and Steepness Values
Slope and Steepness are turned off by default, in order to add these values to the chart,
add the following API calls to the procedure:

setDisplay(getLinearCurveFitSlope(),true);
setDisplay(getLinearCurveFitSteepness(),true);

WebFOCUS Graph Tool Issues with Tomcat 5.0 and JDK 1.5
When using Apache Tomcat 5.0.x with Java JDK 1.5.x, some parts of the WebFOCUS Graph
Tool may not function properly by default. To correct this problem, remove the following file
from the Tomcat directory:

C:\Program Files\Apache Software Foundation\Tomcat 5.0\common\
endorsed\xml-apis.jar

This problem should not occur when using Tomcat 5.0 with JDK 1.4 or Tomcat 5.5 with JDK
1.5.

Note: The problem occurs due to a conflict between classes installed with JDK 1.5 and
classes Tomcat 5.0 uses by default. Removing xml-apis.jar from the Tomcat directory ensures
that Tomcat uses the classes installed with JDK 1.5 instead.
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OLAP

In this section:

OLAP Control Panel

The following are known issues when using the Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) feature:

Due to Internet Explorer browser behavior, closing an OLAP report before it completely
loads may cause a WebFOCUS Reporting Server agent to abort.

OLAP may stop responding when running Microsoft Internet Explorer 6.0 SP1 on Windows
XP. To resolve this issue, you can download a Microsoft Internet Explorer fix from the
following URL:

http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?FamilyId=6AD4034B-22DF-4100-
B215CF7E0EAC5E1&displaylang=en

For more information about this issue, see Microsoft Knowledge Base Article 818506:

http://support.microsoft.com/default.aspx?kbid=818506

An OLAP internal message appears if a COMPUTE keyword is used after an ACROSS
command. For example,

TABLE FILE SALES
SUM UNIT_SOLD AND RETURNS
WHERE DATE GE '010' AND DATE LE '1031'
ACROSS DATE
COMPUTE
TOT_UNITS/D5=C1 + C3 + C5;
COMPUTE
TOT_RETURNS = C2 + C4 + C6;
END

When saving an OLAP-enabled report that contains a graph in PDF format, the graph is
not saved with the PDF report.

The Date-Time format is not supported.

An OLAP report that has been sorted using BY TOTAL will lose the BY TOTAL sort. As a
workaround, use the Auto Sort button on the appropriate numeric column.
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The JavaScript version of OLAP no longer generates SET CODEBASE. No changes were
made to the Stabilized Java Applet version of OLAP.

If you receive the following message when you run an OLAP-enabled report, you will need
to remove SET CODEBASE from the procedure to clear the message.

(FOC209) THE DATA VALUE EXCEEDS ITS LENGTH SPECIFICATION: 
http://{your-ip-address}:80/ibi_html/javaassist

The JavaScript version of OLAP will not remove this line if it is preexisting.

OLAP is not supported with CGI or ISAPI and IWA security.

When showing the OLAP filters on bottom (OLAPPANE BOTTOM), the OLAP selections
pane appears below the report and it is not possible to select the values for the filters
from the pane, as the list is dropped down and is not entirely visible. Use the OLAP filters
on top (OLAPPANE TOP) to prevent this.

OLAP Control Panel

Saving a report from the OLAP Control Panel to an Excel file, while Stack Measures is
enabled, does not stack the measures in the Excel report. This is a limitation when using
a HOLD file in Excel format only and does not occur with the save to Excel 2000 file
option.

On UNIX, if you use the "/" character within a TABLE request, it is not parsed correctly
by OLAP when the report is run from the OLAP Control Panel.
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Business Intelligence Dashboard

In this section:

Accessing Public Views and Group Views Directly

Selecting a Group View Upon Login

Using Dashboard

Administering Dashboard

Change Management

Web Browsers

Dashboard Section 508 User Issues

Upload Data File Utility

Mobile Favorites

Accessing Public Views and Group Views Directly
In Version 7 Release 6.0, Public Views and Group Views are accessed directly with the
following URLs:

Public Views

http://hostname[:portnumber]/ibi_apps/Controller?

WORP_REQUEST_TYPE=WORP_PUBLIC_LOGIN&WORP_MPV=viewname_mpv&

Group Views

http://hostname[:portnumber]/ibi_apps/Controller?

WORP_REQUEST_TYPE=WORP_GPV_VERIFY&WORP_MPV=viewname_gbv&

In Version 7 Release 6.1 and higher (and prior to Version 7 Release 6.0,) Public Views and
Group Views are accessed directly with the following URLs:

Public Views

http://hostname[:portnumber]/ibi_apps/bid/viewname_mpv

Group Views

http://hostname[:portnumber]/ibi_apps/bid/viewname_gbv
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Selecting a Group View Upon Login
In Version 7 Release 6.0, an HTTP 500 error message is displayed when you change the
login request for Dashboard in bid-config.xml from WORP_LoginSuccess.jsp to
WORP_PMFLoginSuccess.jsp.

In Version 7 Release 6.1 and higher, this issue is resolved.

Using Dashboard
The following are known issues when using Dashboard:

When you access items in the Domain Tree, such as running a report or clicking a link,
the selected items do not change from the (unselected) Link Color to the Visited Link
Color that was set in View Builder.

List Block and Folder Block items, such as reports and links, display in the Visited Link
Color by default instead of the (unselected) Link Color that was set in View Builder.

When exporting Dashboard reports and graphs to PowerPoint, you can only export individual
reports and graphs created from focexecs. You cannot export multiple reports and graphs
that are embedded in an HTML page to PowerPoint.

In Version 7 Release 6.1, the Tree Block displays the entire Domain Tree by default. The
workaround to display the Favorite Domains is to refresh the contents of the block.

When a user selects the Maximize option from the Dashboard Personalize block, duplicate
reports are shown in that window.

The workaround for not showing duplicate reports in a maximized window is to modify
bid-config.xml file located in \ibi\WebFOCUS76\worp\conf directory. Change the default
value of reloadCurrentLocation from "false" to "true" as shown below:

<!-- Flag to override onMaximize behavior -->
    <internal-var name="reloadCurrentLocation" value="true"/>

However, if any changes have been made to an active report, the maximize option will
not reflect those changes in a maximized window.

If you are using the HTML Report Assistant or HTML Graph Assistant and refresh the
Domain Tree, the HTML Report or Graph Assistant window will close.

When a user clicks a graph element to drill-down, if the graph was created without using
Server Side Graphics, the drill-down report may take over the browser session. If this
occurs, click the Back button on your browser to return to Dashboard.

On-demand paging reports are not supported in a launch block or output block.
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If the Reporting Object that a My Report was created from is deleted, the message
“ERROR_MR_NO_OPEN” appears when you attempt to execute or edit the My Report.
The user should delete the My Report.

A user can erroneously give more than one domain item the same name when changing
the name of a domain item in the Properties window or when saving a report as a My
Report.

Administering Dashboard
The following are known issues when administering Dashboard:

When setting the Public user in the View Builder to a Managed Reporting user ID other
than Public, the public user ID should not be set to the admin ID used to administer
Dashboard.

If you are using the WebSphere 4 Application Server with the IIS plug-in, you may need
to update the file \ibi\WebFOCUS76\worp\conf\bid-config.xml. The value for the
parameter HTTP-headers may need to be reset from the default value of "true" to "false.
Make this change by editing the file \ibi\WebFOCUS76\worp\conf\bid-config.xml. The
line: <http-headers enabled="true"> should be changed to <http-headers
enabled="false">.

If a toolbox item is updated after the tool has been added to the toolbar on a view, the
toolbar on the view is not updated with the new link.

If you are using a WebFOCUS security exit with Dashboard, you cannot create a cookie
name that begins with WF or MR.

Change Management
The following are known issues when using Dashboard Change Management:

The Dashboard Change Management tool 'Download File' button does not respond when
you click it from within the Firefox browser.

In Version 7 Release 6.1 and higher, this issue is resolved.

When you import views, the order of the views shown in the View Builder Public Views
and Group Views pages may not be displayed in the same order as on the source system.

When moving files from a Windows or UNIX platform to z/OS, HTML files that are imported
must be manually converted from ASCII to EBCDIC format. Use a file conversion tool to
convert HTML files that were imported after the import step runs.

When transferring Dashboard views from an ASCII-based platform such as Windows or
UNIX to z/OS, after Change Management is completed the user must convert any HTML
files that were transferred to EBCDIC format.
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To translate HTML files from ASCII to EBCDIC, rename the file to be translated from ASCII
to EBCDIC, as shown in the following example:

mv filename.html filenameA.html

Then, convert the file to EBCDIC format:

iconv -f ISO8859-1 -t IBM-1047 filenameA.html > filename.html

Next, remove the file that is in ASCII format:

rm filenameA.html

After running the import step, a log file is created in the ibi\webfocus\worp\management
directory containing information about the user, who imported files, and the imported
files.

A Public or Group View cannot be imported if the view already exists and users are
assigned to the view.

Web Browsers
The following are known Web browser issues when using Dashboard:

The MS Office Export to PowerPoint option in a Launch Block can be displayed only in an
Internet Explorer browser and not in a Firefox browser.

The Schedule tool that opens from Dashboard is not resizable in Internet Explorer. It is
resizable in a Firefox browser.

Dashboard Section 508 User Issues
The following are known Section 508 User issues when using Dashboard:

Dashboard user has the mouse click disabled for popup menus. A mouse click on the
following options is not working:

Toolbar menu options: Personalize, Utilities, Help

Domain Tree - clicking on: domain, folder, report descriptions

The workaround is to use the tab key to navigate to the object and then press Enter to
select the object.

In Version 7 Release 6.1 and higher, this issue is resolved.

When a Dashboard user navigates to saved search criteria in the Domain Search window,
the Enter key does not display a drop-down box to select search criteria. The workaround
is to use the up or down arrow until you get the desired search criteria. Note that using
the up or down arrow does not get the next search criteria in alphabetic order and requires
that you execute each one until you get to the desired search criteria.
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In Version 7 Release 6.1 and higher, this issue is resolved.

Upload Data File Utility
The Upload Data File utility is available from the Custom Reports folder in the Domain Tree
of Dashboard for authorized users. When using the Upload Data File utility to upload an
Excel file, if the file is not in a binary format, you will encounter either a java exception error
or an “unable to open/read file” error message. To resolve this issue, before attempting to
upload the file, open the Excel file, select File, select Save As, use the Save as type drop-
down list to select either Microsoft Office Excel Workbook (*.xls) or CSV (Comma
Delimited)(*.csv), then click Save.

Mobile Favorites
When upgrading to WebFOCUS Version 7 Release 6.4 and higher from WebFOCUS Version
7 Release 6.3 and earlier, additional configuration steps are required to enable the Mobile
Favorites feature. When performing a full installation of WebFOCUS, the configuration settings
are already included in the product and entering the license key is the only additional step
required to enable this feature.

The following steps explain how to enable Mobile Favorites when performing an upgrade
installation:

1. After completing the WebFOCUS Client installation with the upgrade option, go to the
WebFOCUS Administration console by entering the following URL in the browser:

http://hostname[:port]/ibi_apps/welcome.jsp

2. Click the WebFOCUS Administration Console link.

3. Log in as a console administrator and run the upgrade process from the console.

4. While in the console, click the Utilities link, enter the license key for Mobile Favorites,
and click Save.

A message appears indicating that Mobile Favorites requires additional configuration in
some service pack installations.

5. Edit the web.xml file, which is located in the following directory:

install_drive:\ibi\WebFOCUS76\webapps\webfocus76\WEB-INF

Add the following lines to the section of the web.xml file following the other WORP_RM
servlet mappings:

<servlet-mapping>
 <servlet-name>WORP_RM</servlet-name>
 <url-pattern>/mobile/*</url-pattern>
</servlet-mapping>

Save your changes in the web.xml file.
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6. Re-deploy the WebFOCUS application to the application server.

If using WAR file deployment, refer to the WebFOCUS and ReportCaster Installation and
Configuration manual for further assistance with updating the WebFOCUS web application.

Open Portal Services
Consider the following when using Open Portal Services:

National Language Version (NLV) is not supported with WebFOCUS Open Portal Services.

The userdata directory, located under \ibi\WebFOCUS76\worp\components\, does not
exist by default. When Open Portal Services is first used, the
\ibi\WebFOCUS76\worp\components\userdata directory gets created. Therefore, only
Open Portal Services users will see the userdata directory in their file system.

If you are migrating data from a previous release, you must copy the userdata directory
to the new directory structure.

The following portlets are supported:

WebFOCUS Domain

WebFOCUS Report

WebFOCUS Deferred Status

WebFOCUS Favorites

WebFOCUS Quicklinks

WebFOCUS Output (for JSR 168 compliant portlets only)

Note: The WebFOCUS Report portlet is now a combination of the Report, Report Manager,
and Report Viewer portlets.

The WebFOCUS Deferred Status Portlet does not work with the Jetspeed 2.0 AJAX desktop
interface.

The scrollbar on the WebFOCUS Favorites Web Part does not work with Microsoft
SharePoint Portal Server 2007.

If WebFOCUS Open Portal Services is installed on WebSphere 6.0 and a connection is
made to a WebFOCUS Client hosted on WebSphere 5.x, running custom reports causes
subsequent report executions to generate an auto prompt that requests certain cookie
information, for example, MR_type.
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Developer Studio

Impact Analysis Analyze Option

Using Command Password Option to
Access Master File With DBA Security

Internet Explorer Considerations When
Using Basic Authentication

Timeout Issue with Microsoft Windows API

Issues with Microsoft IIS

Amper Variables in Developer Studio
Managed Reporting

Financial Reports

Creating and Saving HOLD Files

Exiting Developer Studio

Run on Reporting Server Option for HTML
Page Is Not Supported

Registration Menu Option

Upload Data File Utility

MISSING Field Values for DEFINE or
COMPUTE

Windows Options Help Button

Opening a Procedure in the Text Editor

PushOK CVS Plug-in Operation Known
Issues

In this section:

Installation Issues

Recommended and Supported
Configurations

Setting the Location of the Application
Namespace Root Directory

Architecture and Communications

Architectural Enhancements

WebFOCUS Environments Area

Create Synonym

Synonym Editor

Metadata

Join Issues

Graphs

HTML Layout Painter

PDF Layout Painter

Message Viewer

SQL Report Wizard

Using the Run Remote Option

Installation Issues
You should consider the following when installing Developer Studio or WebFOCUS:

If you install Developer Studio or WebFOCUS on Windows XP SP2, make sure that the
Windows Firewall is stopped to ensure connectivity to the Web server. Pop-ups should
also be enabled in Internet Explorer to ensure that features such as Auto Prompting work
properly and that the HTML Graph Assistant and Report Assistant tools can be used.
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When installing WebFOCUS and Developer Studio on the same machine, the WebFOCUS
installation sets Auto Prompting to OFF. To enable auto prompting for Developer Studio
self-service applications, Auto Prompting must be set to XMLRUN. This can be configured
by accessing the WebFOCUS Administration console. Select Configuration, Parameter
Prompting, and then change the setting for IBIF_wfdescribe to XMLRUN. Click Save for
the changes to take effect.

When installing WebFOCUS and Developer Studio on the same machine, the Developer
Studio file that describes how to access WebFOCUS (WFSCOM.XML) might not contain
the correct port for the Web server. By default it connects to port 8080. If you are using
another port, you need to update the localhost environment to specify the port. See the
WebFOCUS Developer Studio Installation and Configuration manual if you need assistance.

If you install Developer Studio before installing WebFOCUS on the same machine, if both
products are configured to use the Tomcat connector (plug-in) for Microsoft IIS, the
connector's configuration files are not updated during the WebFOCUS installation. You
may need to update the Tomcat connector configuration files to specify the correct context
roots to use. These are set in the following file as explained in the WebFOCUS and
ReportCaster Installation and Configuration for Windows manual:

C\Program Files\Apache Software Foundation\Jakarta Isapi 
Redirector\conf\uriworker.properties 

If you participated in the Beta program or have an early Developer Studio or WebFOCUS
760 build, it is recommended to uninstall this build and perform a Full installation using
the production release. Applications you have created will not be impacted during the
uninstall process.

Note: A 76x release is considered a new release and cannot be used to perform an
upgrade from an earlier 5x or 71x release (Update option is not available for such cases).

If you are using New Atlanta's ServletExec application server along with ISS and you are
also using the new WebFOCUS tools (for example, the Advanced Graph Assist and Power
Painter), you need to use ServletExec version 5 with latest SP (5.0.0.13 or higher).

In Version 7, Release 6.1, an error occurs when using the Upload feature against a
standalone Developer Studio installation (where WebFOCUS is not installed on the same
PC) or when IBIF_wfdescribe=XMLRUN (the default setting for Developer Studio installs).

Note: This error does not occur when IBIF_wfdescribe=OFF (the default setting for
WebFOCUS installs).
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Recommended and Supported Configurations
The following are configuration issues that affect Developer Studio:

You should install and configure Developer Studio using the Tomcat standalone
configuration.

The installation program packages a new version of Tomcat 5.5.17:

If an earlier supported version is not detected, the installation program provides
options to install and configure this version of Tomcat.

If an earlier supported version such as 5.0.28 is detected, the installation program
provides options to upgrade to this version of Tomcat.

IIS with the Tomcat plug-in and IIS with ServletExec are not supported.

The CGI/ISAPI implementation of the WebFOCUS Client is not supported.

The Reporting Server used with Developer Studio should be run with security OFF (this
is the default configuration for standalone development).

Setting the Location of the Application Namespace Root Directory
If the APPROOT setting in the \ibi\webfocus76\client76\wfc\etc\cgivars.wfs file is set to
a network path, the Projects on localhost folder will not open in Developer Studio. This issue
occurs if the IIS Web server's account allows anonymous access and does not have network
access to the same network path. As a workaround, do the following:

1. Open the Internet Information Services (IIS) console.

2. In the Description window, right-click Default Web Site and select Properties.

The Default Web Site Properties dialog box opens.

3. Click the Directory Security tab.

4. In the Anonymous access and authentication control area, click the Edit button and edit
the authentication methods. The account used for anonymous access should be an
account with access to the network path.

5. Click OK to close the Authentication Methods dialog box.

6. Click OK again to close the Default Web Site Properties dialog box.
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Architecture and Communications
The following are architecture and communications issues that affect Developer Studio:

When configuring a WebFOCUS Environment, provide a full domain for the host name,
including top-level domain name, second-level domain, and sub-domains as specified by
your organization (for example, hostname.companyname.com). This format is recommended
to ensure that requests are properly resolved and redirected.

When viewing properties for a WebFOCUS Environment, the following occurs if the default
Reporting Server is running with security ON (OPSYS).

If the developer creates a new environment or reviews/updates an existing environment
and clicks OK to exit and save the environment, the information from the environment
dialog is saved and is used to create a new session.

If a user ID and password is not supplied for the Reporting Server credentials, a blank
user ID and password is used to set up the new session, and the developer is prompted
to connect to the Reporting Server upon exiting the WebFOCUS Environments Properties
dialog. In an existing environment, this occurs even if the developer had already
established a connection to the Reporting Server.

Clicking Cancel will not cause a prompt to log on to the Reporting Server unless the
developer accessed the WebFOCUS Client object. This occurs because the current session
is refreshed whenever the developer accesses the WebFOCUS Client object.

The case of file names entered by a developer is preserved and Developer Studio will
not enforce any case sensitivity rule upon any files received/sent from/to a Reporting
Server or Web Server. Developer Studio projects (.gfa) are always case insensitive, but
its cross-platform functionality relies on information stored in lowercase and it is the
developer's responsibility to be consistent with the way a particular Reporting Server
handles files on UNIX platforms. For example, when performing remote Project
development against UNIX environments, developers must ensure that file names are
created in lower case and that the appropriate (lower) case is also used when referencing
files using the INCLUDE command. While working in the Data Servers area, by default
the Reporting Server will enforce lowercase of files and directories that are created in
this area.
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Applications you add to the WebFOCUS Reporting Server with the APP MAP command
are not available for Project-based development.

The APP MAP command allows an alias to be assigned to a directory that is not an
Application Root (APPROOT) directory and the alias becomes a virtual directory under
APPROOT. The server uses them as if they are real directories under the APPROOT. The
virtual directory alias name can also be added to the APP PATH of the WebFOCUS
Reporting Server. You can use the APP MAP command while working in the WebFOCUS
Environments Data Servers area of Developer Studio, but you cannot use it while working
in the Projects area. Developer Studio retrieves application information through the
WebFOCUS Client and can only use directories available based on the APPROOT that is
set up in the Client's configuration file.

When using the Developer Studio trace utility for tracing issues related to its
communication layer, ensure that a virus scan product is not running, because it will
cause Developer Studio to freeze. This utility is launched by executing the wfscomtrace.exe
file from the \DevStudio76\bin\ folder or from the Developer Studio program group in
the utilities subfolder.

If you set EDAPATH for your WebFOCUS Reporting Server, you must add the command
APP DISABLE prior to setting EDAPATH in the Reporting Server's profile, edasprof.prf.

If your WebFOCUS Server is running as a service and APPROOT points to a different
location than where the WebFOCUS Server resides, use a universal naming convention
for APPROOT such as \\machinename\sharename\dir instead of a mapped drive path.
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Architectural Enhancements
In WebFOCUS, the following enhancements have been made to the architecture to improve
performance during the development process:

While you work in the Projects, Data Servers, Web Applications, or MR areas, Developer
Studio will not automatically refresh the folders and contents that appear in the Explorer,
File Open dialog box, or File Save dialog box. This will reduce the number of requests
against the server while performing file listing or browser specific operations.

In order to refresh the contents in the specific area that is being used (for example,
Projects or Data Servers), you must click the F5 key or select Refresh from the View
menu. You are required to perform this step when the file or folder list needs to be
updated, as in the following cases:

Files or folders have been deleted.

File attributes have been changed.

Project properties have been changed.

Group development has been performed in order to get the latest files.

Note: If you create or delete an object, Developer Studio is automatically refreshed to
show the latest resources.

Further enhancements were made to set up an automatic time interval to refresh resources
(this applies to all configured environments and for all development areas). When
performing local standalone Project-based development, the product uses the operating
system File Input/Output to automatically refresh resources without impacting performance
(this applies only to local Projects).

When you perform file input/output (I/O) against Master Files, the number of connections
has been minimized to one connection from four connections in order to retrieve all the
information in the table (segment, field list, and so on).

This applies to any tool used to open and parse a Master File (for example, the File tool,
Join tool, Report Painter, and so on) throughout the entire product.

Note: In the Join tool, connections are minimized by caching information for every table
that has been already added to the Join tool so that it does not get reparsed every time
a new table is added to the join.
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WebFOCUS Environments Area
The following are known issues and/or behavior in the WebFOCUS Environments area:

When using the Managed Reporting edition, the Data Servers area is visible based on
Managed Reporting user permissions.

For the full Developer Studio and Power Reporter editions, the Data Servers area is always
visible and cannot be hidden. The only restrictions to this area are based on security and
user credentials. The MR Data Servers privilege setting is not recognized for these
editions. If you do not want your Developers to have access to the Data Servers area,
uncheck the privilege for these users in the Managed Reporting Administration interface
and use the MR Developer Windows edition, or instruct them to use the Java applet-based
Domain Builder environment instead of Developer Studio.

A known Microsoft bug can prevent Developer Studio from communicating with the
WebFOCUS Client, and thus require you to restart the Web server. This problem is highly
irregular and only occurs when Developer Studio is being used with the ISAPI interface.
It usually occurs when you try to deploy or save files.

When this problem occurs, you will see the error message:

Unable to save file IBFS:...

To work around this issue, configure the WebFOCUS Environment within Developer Studio
to use another WebFOCUS Client interface such as the CGI (ibiweb.exe).

However, if you prefer to use the ISAPI interface, you can restart the Web server when
you encounter this problem.

You can set global amper variables in the WebFOCUS Environments area, but you cannot
save them. If you set a global amper variable in a procedure it will run, but if you create
another procedure run it to call the global amper variable, the following error message
appears:

0 ERROR AT OR NEAR LINE        11  IN PROCEDURE MEMFEX FOCEXEC *    
(FOC295) A VALUE IS MISSING FOR: & COUNTRY

You can set and save global amper variables in the Projects area.
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Create Synonym
The following are known issues when using the create synonym feature:

In Version 7 Release 6.1, when you create a new synonym or business view in the Data
Server area of Developer Studio, and the Master Files folder under which you are creating
the file is explored, the tools do not send a notification to Developer Studio to refresh
the Master File list. If you right-click the right side of the Explorer tree and select Refresh,
you can see the new Master File.

In Version 7 Release 6.1, when creating a new synonym through the Create Synonym
dialog, the mouse pointer may remain in a busy state after clicking the Next button in
one of the Create Synonym steps. However, the product may not actually be busy, and
the pointer will change to a normal state if you perform a mouse click or move the mouse
outside the area of the dialog where this is an issue.

If Basic Authentication is enabled on the Web server and the WebFOCUS Reporting Server
is running with security ON, the following message displays while trying to create synonyms
from Developer Studio:

"Error Code: 401 The requested resource requires user authentication."

The following are available solutions:

Configure the Web server to use Basic Authentication with Integrated Windows
Authentication (IWA). In this case, the developer is prompted to connect to the
Reporting Server prior to creating synonyms. Depending on the authenticated user ID
supplied, developers can continue and create synonyms, or they will receive the
appropriate message if they do not have permissions.

Use the Reporting Server Web console to create synonyms.

If you are connected to a WebFOCUS Reporting Server that is running with security ON,
when creating synonyms with the Windows GUI tool you get prompted for credentials
even if you are already connected to the server. To avoid the extra prompting, you may
save the credentials in the Developer Studio environment properties.

Synonym Editor
The following are known issues associated with the Synonym Editor:

There are issues opening files that have DBA security applied.

In Version 7 Release 6.1, when the Synonym Editor window is resized, the new window
size is not reflected the next time you open a master file in the Synonym Editor.
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In Version 7 Release 6.1, when creating a new synonym with the Synonym Editor in
Developer Studio, the option to add a segment via metadata import does not work properly.
To avoid the issue, create the desired synonym outside the Synonym Editor and add the
existing segment in the Synonym Editor Modeling View.

In Version 7 Release 6.4, this issue is resolved.

In Version 7 Release 6.1, if you add a user value restriction to a Master File through the
Synonym Editor DBA dialog, and then run a request against the Master File with the DBA
security (after providing the DBA password), a FOCUS error occurs. The workaround is to
manually change the name of the value restriction in the DBA file to match the
corresponding segment name or to “SYSTEM”.

In Version 7 Release 6.4, this issue is resolved.

In Version 7 Release 6.1, when building an expression in the Synonym Editor Virtual
Column Calculator, if you enter a field name incorrectly using the keyboard in the
Expression tab, and then click the Relational Expression tab, the product may shut down.
This also occurs with the Compute Calculator, the Filter Calculator, and the DBA Properties
Value Restriction dialog.

In Version 7 Release 6.4, this issue is resolved.

When using the Synonym Editor to add dimensions to an existing Master File, some of
the dimensions and fields added may not be visible when file is reopened in the Modeling
View of Synonym Editor, or when file is used in Report Painter. To ensure that these
dimensions are visible, open the Master File using the Text Editor and remove the lines
at bottom of file that start with the text HIERARCHY =.

In Version 7 Release 6.1, when running or building a procedure that uses a Business
View, and the Business View contains duplicate folder names or folder names that contain
blank spaces, you may experience errors.

In Version 7 Release 6.1, when building a Business View, if you drag the only available
index field within a folder to an empty folder or sub folder in the Business View dialog,
the product may shut down.

In Version 7 Release 6.4, this issue is resolved.

In Version 7 Release 6.2, from the Business View window, using the right-click mouse
command inside the Text View tab causes Developer Studio to shut down.

In Version 7 Release 6.4, this issue is resolved.
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Metadata
The following are known issues associated with metadata:

The Refresh Synonym option in the Master Files context menu is currently not supported
for SAP BW and SAP R/3 synonyms.

FML Painter does not support SAP BW metadata with mandatory variables.

The Need Value property (accessed from the Display tab in the Master File tool) is currently
not supported for reports created in the Report Painter.

When adding new WebFOCUS Environments to Developer Studio, or when adding Remote
Servers, a message indicates that you should recycle your local web and app server when
attempting to use server based tools such as the Synonym Editor, Business View, or
Create Synonym. This is done in order to clear information stored in cache of the Developer
Studio Reporting Server, and applies even when performing remote development, as
these tools are launched from the local Developer Studio Reporting Server.

Join Issues
The following issues can occur while using the Join tool:

If you create a Where-based join with a parameter as a part of a Where condition you
receive the message:

FOC295:A VALUE IS MISSING FOR:XXX

If you attempt to report against this join, a parsing error will occur in the Master File.

Where-based joins do not work for files other than FOCUS.

When you create a conditional join with the Join tool, the cross-referenced fields do not
appear in the fields list if the Master File contains a suffix other than FOCUS.

If you create a Where-based join with a field from the host file (only fields in the list), a
message is generated when a user tries to report against the join:

FOC1354:ACCESS FILE RECORD ABSENT, WRONG OR INCOMPLETE FOR SEGMENT

For each additional WHERE statement you create with the Join tool, a JW$$$field is
added to the fields list in the Report Painter and Report Assistant. This is not a valid
field and you should not use it for reporting.
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Graphs
The following are known issues when working with graphs in Developer Studio:

In Version 7 Release 6.4, when using Java 1.6, if you run a graph after launching the
WebFOCUS desktop graph editor, a "No HTML Output" message is generated in the
output. This is a Sun coding issue that does not occur when using Java 1.5 or earlier
versions. You can visit Sun’s web site for more information at
http://bugs.sun.com/bugdatabase/view_bug.do?bug_id=4846680.

You must activate the ActiveX control in your browser when outputting a graph to a printer.
The browser should only be visible on the taskbar.

The Graph Assistant's Selection Criteria options differ slightly in WebFOCUS and Developer
Studio. WebFOCUS has the following expressions that Developer Studio does not:

IN a list of literals

NOT IN a list of literals

FROM-TO

NOT-FROM-TO

These expressions are not currently supported in graph requests in Developer Studio.

Graph requests that contain drill-downs do not work for remote reporting and WebFOCUS
Environments. If you use any type of drill-down in a remote request, you will receive the
message:

Page cannot be displayed.

You must click the APPLY button for changes to be saved from the Graph Editor.

HTML Layout Painter
The following are known issues and enhancements for the HTML Layout Painter.

If a hyperlink is added to an image and the source is an external procedure, at run-time,
the procedure output is not displayed when the image is clicked. The hyperlink works
correctly if the source is an embedded procedure, a URL, or an HTML file.

In Version 7 Release 6.2 and higher, this issue is resolved.

The text area control in the HTML Layout Painter does not support carriage returns nor
embedded or trailing blanks. Text can span multiple lines, but all blanks and carriage
returns are ignored, and only one value is passed back to the user (which can be parsed).
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When using the HTML Layout Painter from the Managed Reporting environment, the Get
source file dialog box has been enhanced so that you are able to reference procedures
located outside of your current domain.

Cross domain access is available in Version 7 Release 6.1.

When adding ActiveX controls in the HTML Layout Painter, only true ActiveX controls are
shown in the list. The first time that an ActiveX control is added, a message appears
indicating that it is reading ActiveX controls from the registry. This list is cached for future
use and only ActiveX controls are added.

When building a static list for a parameter, you may import values from an external file.

When importing or referencing a report using On-Demand Paging, the full navigational
toolbar may not be viewable in the report output. You must re-size the report frame in
the HTML Layout Painter Design View to display the full On-Demand Paging navigational
bar and view the toolbar correctly at run-time.

In Version 7 Release 6.4, Active Reports that have a password (ARPASSWORD) set for
viewing restrictions, are not supported in an Active Dashboard created with the HTML
Layout Painter.

PDF Layout Painter
The following are known issues with PDF Layout Painter:

In Version 7 Release 6.1, if you do not enable the “Show layout items only” check box
when you import an existing PDF report using the Import Existing Procedure option in PDF
Layout Painter, a FOCUS error may be generated in the PDF Layout preview. Although the
error appears in the PDF Layout preview, the PDF report runs correctly.

PDF Layout Painter (and Power Painter) do not support using the Relate Object function
with objects other than reports and charts.

For PDF Layout Painter (and Power Painter), the relate object function can only be used
by relating a lower object to one above it on the layout page.

With Preview mode set to "Live data", the product may abend when numerous reports
and graphs are on single page. To avoid this, set the Preview mode to "Simulated data"
or turn it off altogether. To access this setting, go to Tools and Settings on the main
menu bar of the PDF Layout Painter.

Message Viewer
The Message Viewer feature is not supported with the HTML Layout Painter and OLAP tools,
and it is only supported with WFServlet configurations. Also, when you run the PDF Layout
Painter with the Message Viewer enabled, the "on" setting is ignored.
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SQL Report Wizard
When using the SQL Wizard for reporting, the output from a SQL passthrough procedure is
available for reporting in the form of a file called SQLOUT. To allow use of the file with the
Report Painter or the Graph Assistant, the file is written to disk by indicating the PREPARE
FOR SQL command. There is no additional code between the PREPARE FOR SQL command,
the SQLOUT statement, and the report or graph request.

To create a DEFINE using the SQLOUT file, create a HOLD file first, and create the DEFINE
against the HOLD file.

Using the Run Remote Option
The following are known issues when working in a remote environment:

When you attempt to log on to a remote WebFOCUS Reporting Server with the Server
Settings dialog box, Developer Studio sends the credentials to the server in uppercase.
Since most servers are case-sensitive, you will receive an invalid user ID error and fail
to log on. As a workaround, do not set server credentials through the Server Settings
dialog for Database Engine: "EDA Server". Instead, manually code the connection
commands in the initial part of the WebFOCUS procedure and add a space before and
after all equal signs (server name, user ID and password) as follows:

SET LINKMODE = EDA
REMOTE DEST = reporting_server_name
REMOTE USER = user_id
REMOTE PASS = password

You cannot launch the Server Settings dialog box while you work in the Report Painter
(or other graphical tools) in order to reenter correct information. If you use the wrong ID
or password when you try to run a remote request, you receive a message indicator that
your credentials are invalid. You will also be unable to log on and you will not be prompted
to reenter the correct user ID or password. If you attempt to rerun the report, you will
generate the same invalid credentials message.

In order to run your report, you must do the following:

1. Save your report and exit the Report Painter.

2. Select the Remote Run Server option from the Command menu. The Server Settings
dialog box opens.

3. Enter the correct ID and password and click OK.
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4. From the Explorer, right-click the procedure and select Flag as Remote.

You should create remote requests as self-service applications that do not require
additional parameters. If you add a command to pass a default value for required variables,
then a report that contains amper variables should run.

You should be able to deploy remote requests that are designed as self-service
applications with a graphical tool such as the HTML Layout Painter.

Impact Analysis Analyze Option
In Version 7 Release 6.1, when a Developer clicks the Analyze button in the Impact Analysis
dialog in Developer Studio, a pop-up message is displayed indicating that the user does not
have Administrator privileges.

Using Command Password Option to Access Master File With DBA Security
In Version 7 Release 6.1, if you open the Procedure Viewer in the Managed Reporting area
of Developer Studio and use the Command Password option to provide the password to
access a Master File with DBA security, the setting is not applied. As a result, a user access
error occurs if you execute a request in the Procedure Viewer against the Master File with
DBA security or if you try to open any of the tools using that Master File. You can add the
setting SET PASS=DBA_PASSWORD at the top of the procedure as a workaround.

Internet Explorer Considerations When Using Basic Authentication
Microsoft has released a security cumulative update MS04-004 for Internet Explorer (IE)
(832894) and IE no longer supports user names and passwords in http/https URLs. For
example, http(s)://username:password@server/resource.ext.

The Developer Studio communication module (WFSCom) uses these types of URLs to navigate
to WebFOCUS environments protected by Basic authentication. If the security update is
installed, Developer Studio will not be able to sign-on to servers with Basic Authentication,
even if a user supplies credentials.

To use environments with Basic authentication, Microsoft offers a workaround which requires
modification to the Windows registry. The following link is to the Microsoft article that
describes the restriction and workaround:

http://support.microsoft.com/default.aspx?scid=kb;en-us;834489

Developer Studio has incorporated this solution to the installation program. It creates a
DWORD called iexplore.exe with a data value set to 0 in the following registry key:

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\Microsoft\Internet
Explorer\Main\FeatureControl\FEATURE_HTTP_USERNAME_PASSWORD_DISABLE\
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Additional IE security updates prohibit authentication requests that contain JavaScript to be
passed to Web servers protected by Basic Authentication.

Authentication requests no longer use JavaScript and Developer Studio performs two
subsequent calls against environments protected with Basic authentication to avoid
connection failure. The initial request sends a sign-on request to the Web server, and the
second request submits the query. If you have a slow environment, you may notice the
following message displayed shortly in your browser session after the first sign-on request
is submitted and before the query results are returned:

"No query information to decode."

Timeout Issue with Microsoft Windows API
Intermittently, Developer Studio fails to open large files which prevents further report
development. If the Master File is large, a timeout may occur while waiting for the reporting
server and WFServlet to send a response. The Developer Studio communication layer
(WFSCom) uses a specific code from Microsoft to set timeout values for requests. If the
Developer Studio communication layer does not get a response from a webserver within the
timeout period, an error message is displayed. The timeout value for the request is normally
set to infinite, however, the Microsoft Windows API function that sets timeout values for
requests is not working properly. You can visit Microsoft's knowledge base for more
information at http://support.microsoft.com/kb/176420/EN-US/. (The article is titled "BUG:
InternetSetOption does not set timeout values".)

Issues with Microsoft IIS
There are some cases where IIS truncates certain XML responses and impacts the behavior
of Developer Studio. For example, you may not be able to see all available applications and
requests will fail. The only known workaround is to try reinstalling IIS or you can try switching
to another Web or Application server.

Amper Variables in Developer Studio Managed Reporting
When you run a request from Managed Reporting in the WebFOCUS Environments area,
another browser session is launched and the request is executed in it. The response from
the WebFOCUS Client is returned to the browser instead of Developer Studio. The
WF_AMPERFILE_COOKIE is not stored in Developer Studio and amper variables are lost.
However, the request will run if another browser session is still open and the cookie is
available in that browser's cache. To avoid losing amper variables in Managed Reporting,
run requests with amper variables in the same browser session.

Financial Reports
You cannot apply the EXL2K FORMULA output format to financial reports. The EXL2K FORMULA
format cannot convert Recap and Data rows in the financial report.
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You also cannot apply EXL2K PIVOT to financial reports. The Financial Report Painter only
uses SUM, and EXL2K PIVOT uses PRINT and SUM. However, you can copy the output to a
HOLD file, use another report to read the HOLD file, and send the output to an EXL2K PIVOT
table.

Creating and Saving HOLD Files
The Developer Studio environment is a non-persistent environment that does not permit
saving a HOLD file and a related Master File without issuing additional commands. To save
a HOLD file to a physical location on a disk, you may do one of the following:

Issue the APP HOLD command to save the HOLD files to a directory listed on the
Application Root (APPROOT) of the WebFOCUS Reporting Server. In addition to the APP
HOLD command, you can use the Other tool (accessed from the Procedure Viewer) to
issue the SET and APP HOLD commands before you access the Report Painter.

The following is an example of the APP HOLD command:

APP HOLD application_nameTABLE FILE CAR 
PRINT DEALER_COS
TBY COUNTRY
ON TABLE HOLD AS 'holdfile'
END

New options have been added to the Report Painter dialog box that allows users to
permanently save HOLD files (extracts of data). Therefore, you do not need to use the
above coding techniques.

Issue a FILEDEF command to identify the name of the HOLD file and the physical location
to which Developer Studio will save the file. The physical location must include the fully
qualified path (for example, C:\myfiles\HOLD.ftm).

Exiting Developer Studio
Use the Exit option on the File menu to close Developer Studio instead of the X button in
the upper right corner of the Explorer. When you use the X button to close the product,
session information is not saved and sometimes the focshell.exe is not stopped properly.

Before restarting Developer Studio, use the Windows Task Manager to determine if the
focshell.exe is still running. If it still running, stop it manually and then restart Developer
Studio.

Run on Reporting Server Option for HTML Page Is Not Supported
You cannot run an Update Assist application when you right-click an HTML page and choose
the Run on Reporting Server option. This option will be removed in a future release. However,
you can still use the Run on Reporting Server option when you run an Update Assist Navigation
page.
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Registration Menu Option
The Registration option has been removed from the Help menu. The registration link now
redirects you to general product information about Developer Studio.

Upload Data File Utility
When using the Upload Data File utility to upload an Excel file, if the file is not in a binary
format, you will encounter either a java exception error or an "unable to open/read file" error
message. To resolve this issue, before attempting to upload the file, open the Excel file,
select File, select Save As, use the Save as type drop-down list to select either Microsoft
Office Excel Workbook (*.xls) or CSV (Comma Delimited)(*.csv), then click Save.

MISSING Field Values for DEFINE or COMPUTE
In Version 7 Release 6.2, the DEFINE and COMPUTE tools enable you to add the MISSING
attribute to a temporary field expression.

Windows Options Help Button
In Version 7 Release 6.1, the Help button on the Developer Studio Options dialog box only
works for the General tab. Clicking the Help button on any of the other tabs does not open
the corresponding online help.

In Version 7 Release 6.4, this issue is resolved.

Opening a Procedure in the Text Editor
In Version 7 Release 6.1, when opening a procedure in the Developer Studio Text Editor
using the procedure context menu, the Text Editor title bar does not show the tool name.

In Version 7 Release 6.4, this issue is resolved.

PushOK CVS Plug-in Operation Known Issues
In Version 7 Release 6.4, the following are known issues when using PushOK CVS as the
Source Control product in Developer Studio.

When adding a new project (module) to the CVS repository, the module name changes
after being created.
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When the status of the module shows Status unknown, the module usually does not
exist, so it has to first be created. It is suggested to copy the CVS Module string right
before creating the module and paste it back if the string has changed before accepting
the selected module.

You must select an older version of a file from the tree control.
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PushOK CVS enables you to retrieve an older version of a file. In order to get an older
version, you must select the line for that version in the tree control. Selecting the check
box next to the file version will not retrieve the file.

The file read-only (R/O) flag is set after certain operations.

In some instances the read-only (R/O) file attribute is set, even if the file has to be read-
write (R/W) by the virtue of being checked out. This behavior is generated by a fix for
some problems encountered with CVS (for example, not being able to get a latest version
if the file was modified out of SCC control). It is suggested to open up the Properties
dialog box and uncheck the Read-only check box.

After a long period of inactivity, PushOK CVS may not return the right file status.

This happens only in certain instances. It is suggested to shut down the application and
start it again.
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HTML Active Reports

In this section:

Unsupported Features and Commands

Filters

Calculations

Pagination

Exporting

Charts

Freeze Columns

Send via Email

Menu Icons

Viewing Restrictions

Accordion Reports

SSCTL Users

ActiveX Objects

Unsupported Features and Commands
The following features and commands are not supported for HTML Active reports:

OVER (including FRL)

PAGE-BREAK

RECAP

SKIP-LINE

HTMLCSS

Borders

Images (while offline from the Reporting Server)

On-demand Paging (WEBVIEWER)

OLAP

Table of Contents (TOC)
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Visualization Charts (Basic Bar Charts work)

Gauges and Quality

Conditional Styling

Subtotals, Subheaders, and Subfooters are not supported with Date Fields

Filters
The values for fields using the Scientific Notation format are not displayed in the Values list.

Calculations
Calculations display the wrong results on fields with the Scientific Notation format.

Pagination
If no records are returned after applying a filter, the Status Bar states Page 1 of 0.

Exporting
The following are known issues when exporting data in HTML Active Reports:

Field formats with dollar signs and decimals are not exported to CSV and XML formats.
They export as plain integers.

A second window appears in the browser when exporting content to XML (Excel).Exporting
content to Excel is done via XML. For this reason, a second window appears in the browser
during the export process which performs a security check on the data. To prevent this
second window from appearing, give the file name an explicit Excel extension (.XLS) in
the Save dialog.

You must use Internet Explorer as the default browser in order to successfully export
data to a Microsoft Office application.

Charts
The following are known issues when creating charts in HTML Active Reports:

Charts and legends are not centered in the window.

X-axis labels overlap and are cut off when you reduce the size of the chart.

Legends are incomplete or become truncated when using many values or resizing a chart.

Long roll-up tables draw off of the Chart Dialogue when using a Firefox browser.
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You receive a browser warning message about scripts running too long when maximizing
the size of a pie chart.

You may receive a Java script error message when executing a large chart request;
especially Pie charts.

This happens because HTML Active Reports runs scripts that can take timeouts before
they complete. Internet Explorer tracks the script execution count associated with these
AJAX controls and, by default, displays a message when the count exceeds a number.
To avoid this, you may place an entry in the registry for these scripts and set the number
to a high number, such as 5,000,000.

Freeze Columns
The following are known issues when freezing columns in HTML Active Reports:

Pop-up menus sometimes get cut off when freezing columns, depending upon which
column is frozen and how wide it is.

The freeze columns function is not supported when using the Accordion option of HTML
Active Reports.

Send via Email
The Mozilla Firefox browser does not support the Send via Email feature of HTML Active
Reports.

Menu Icons
When using HTML Active Reports, it is recommended that you set the system font display
to normal to ensure that the menu icons display correctly.

To set the system font display, right-click anywhere on the desktop, select Properties from
the pop-up menu, select the Settings tab in the Display Properties dialog box, click the
Advanced button, set the Font Size to Small Fonts, and click OK (these steps are for Windows
2000; however, these steps may vary by operating system).

Viewing Restrictions
In Version 7 Release 6.2, you may set viewing restrictions so that you are prompted to enter
a password and unlock the report when running the HTML Active Report output.
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Accordion Reports
The following are known issues when creating Accordion Reports in HTML Active Reports:

The freeze columns function is not supported when using the Accordion option of HTML
Active Reports.

Accordion Reports do not work when using By Hierarchy data.

SSCTL Users
SSCTL (traditional MVS) users must allocate their temporary HTML datasets to have a wider
LRECL to use HOLD FORMAT AHTML syntax.

ActiveX Objects
Active Reports do not use any Active X controls for the interactivity. All interactive features
are accomplished with Java Script. The HTML page that you receive contains both the Java
Script and the data for the report so that you can interact with data in a disconnected mode.
Internet Explorer detects the Java Script and issues the warning. If you look at the IE warning,
it mentions explicitly the detection of "Active Content", which is the Java Script. The same
warning appears when pop ups are blocked in the browser. If there was an Active X control,
you would have been asked to download it. Active X controls are downloaded and installed
on the end user machine.

Visual Discovery
The following are known issues when using Visual Discovery:

When migrating Visual Discovery pages from WebFOCUS Version 5.3 and Version 7.1.0:

In Version 7 Release 1 and higher, you can open all Visual Discovery pages that were
created in FrontPage in the HTML Layout Painter for further modification. Also, due to
licensing changes between releases, each existing 5.3 and 7.1.0 Visual Discovery page
needs to manually configured for deployment in Version 7.1.1 and higher.

There is no way to change the font used for the data in the Data Sheet. The VizDis hold
file inherits the font defined in WebFOCUS.

Visual Discovery Thin client applications are not supported in Internet Explorer 7.0.
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Maintain

In this section:

Server Support

Firefox

Maintain Language

Update Assist

Maintain Development Environment

Deployment

Run-Time Issues

WebFOCUS Connector for Excel

Maintain FOCUS Feature Limitations

Business Views

Unicode Support

Recompiling

Server Support
There is no support for the iWay Communications Gateway or for WebFOCUS Maintain running
on a traditional MVS (SSCTL) server. WebFOCUS Maintain applications are fully supported
with the WebFOCUS Server for z/OS. The traditional MVS server can also be employed as
a subserver for data access using the Maintain CALL and EXEC commands.

Firefox
WebFOCUS Maintain applications support the Firefox browser.

The following are known limitations when using a Firefox browser with Maintain:

The Maintain Read/Write Grid is not supported with this browser because Firefox does
not support ActiveX controls.

When running an Update Assist application with a version of Firefox other than 1.0.7,
pressing the Tab key on an update form will cause the browser to close. To work around
this issue, use the mouse to click directly on the fields and controls you want to activate.

The right-click context menu is not available for a record in the tree view of an Update
Assist application.
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If you run a Maintain application from applaunch.htm, exiting the application will show
another copy of the navigation tree in the procedure frame or window. Only use the tree
in the left frame of the original browser window to launch additional applications.

The Maintain Application Debugger does not work with Firefox.

You cannot disable images and other controls using JavaScript.

The BlockKeys feature in mntonload.js is not supported with Firefox version 2.0.0.8.

Maintain Language
A new Maintain function called TestDisplayEqual is available in the MNTUWS.MNT file in
Release 7 Version 6.2. This function compares the displayed, text string equivalent of two
double precision or floating point values, rather than comparing the stack or database values.
TestDisplayEqual is a Boolean function and returns 1 when the values being compared are
equal. The two values must be in the same format.

Examples:

MAINTAIN
Module import (mntuws) ;
fld1/d15.6=19.800067;
fld2/d15.6=59.400201;
fld3/d15.6=fld2/3;
rc/i3 = TestDisplayEqual(fld1, fld3);
if (rc eq 1) then type 
"The fields in the display string are equal";
else type 
"The fields in the display string are not equal";
END

MAINTAIN
Module Import (mntuws);
compute x/d12.4 = 100.213;
compute y/d12.4= 100.213;
if TestDisplayEqual(x,y) then type "Yes"
else type "No"
END

When using the SYS_MGR command directly after a REPOSITION command, you must
terminate the REPOSITION command line with a semicolon. Failure to do this will result in
the following message: (FOC03635) SYS_MGR : Is not a Database Entity. TYPE commands
should also be terminated with a semicolon when they directly precede a SYS_MGR command.
You should also terminate TYPE commands with a semicolon when they directly precede a
SYS_MGR command.
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Update Assist
WebFOCUS Update Assist lets you quickly and easily create Web-based database file browsers
and data maintenance applications in just a few minutes, without having to write code.

To access the Update Assist tutorial, see the Developing Reporting Applications With Graphical
Tools manual.

You can customize the tree control in your Update Assist application by editing the generated
name_navbar.htm file and adding parms for maxNodesPerFolder and maxFolders inside the
area of the code that generates the tree, as in the following example.

(existing code) mytree = New 
MaintainTree(constructFields(),mCallBack,"template=blue");
(new code) mytree.maxNodesPerFolder = 30;
(new code) mytree.maxFolders = 60;
(existing code) mytree.init();

Note: There is a new option in Developer Studio for providing fully-qualified field names in
areas other than the Report Painter in Version 7 Release 6.1. To have fully-qualified field
names in your Update Assist wizard and application, you must use this new option. To enable
it, from Developer Studio select Window, Options, the Reporting tab, and then select the
Always author reports using qualified field names check box.

The 'Prompt user to enter database security information (DBA)' option is not currently
supported with the 'No key values' navigation method.

When using a multi-segment Master File with the edit box or combo box navigation, after
deleting a child instance the record information for the higher segments will be blank. To
perform additional updates on the record, you must start again at the top of the chain.

Names for Update Assist HTML files cannot include special characters such as *, /, $, #.

When using the "Range of Values' option in the Accept tab for date fields, the dialog will
display a 3-part date YMD format (**/**/**) even when that is not the format of the date
field referenced. To work around this, you can either enter the equivalent value as a YMD,
or write a custom validation script.

Maintain Development Environment
The following are known issues in the Maintain Development Environment:

If you accidently overtype the END statement in a Maintain procedure in the MDE, after
retyping it you may still receive the following error at run time:

Syntax error in Procedure IBFS:/localhost/DEV/projectname//
procedurename.mnt near line xx, column x
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This occurs if a carriage return does not immediately follow END. To correct this problem,
edit the procedure and press the Enter key after the word END, then save the change
and rerun your procedure.

If you change a Master File to add fields in Developer Studio while MDE is open, the
fields will not appear in MDE unless you restart it. This issue cannot be fixed. It is
recommended that you make changes to your Master File before starting your MDE
session.

After a variable has been bound to a control, if the variable type (format) is changed or
if the variable is deleted, the binding for that control is not automatically updated. To
work around this issue, open the source dialog for the control by right-clicking it and
selecting the Edit option for the source, or double-click the appropriate source property
in the Properties sheet. To refresh a change to the variable type, double-click the variable
name, then click OK. To delete a reference to a variable, click the radio button for the
'As entered below' option, then click OK.

It is not possible to hide scroll bars on an iFrame; these scroll bars are controlled by the
browser.

When using a multi-line edit box, be aware that there is no property for this type of control
to limit the amount of text that a user types. You may have to deal with truncating text
programmatically (this is an HTML limitation). Here is some sample JavaScript code you
can use:

//KeyPress Event for an A5 
FieldForm2.EditBox5.value=String(Form2.EditBox5.value).substr(0,4);

//Blur Event for an A5 
FieldForm2.EditBox5.value=String(Form2.EditBox5.value).substr(0,5);

Text in Maintain controls cannot contain embedded carriage returns. Remember to use
Shift + Enter to insert visible line breaks.

You currently cannot bind a class's member variable to an edit box.

It is not recommended for you to edit Maintain procedures that contain forms in a text
editor other than the one in Developer Studio. There is XML data at the end of the Maintain
code that can easily be corrupted by text editors. The editor in Developer Studio does
not allow you to touch the XML data, so it is safer to use.
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When exporting and importing forms within a procedure, stack and variable bindings are
not preserved for controls other than HTML tables and grids. The recommended way to
reuse forms within Maintain procedures is to use the Copy form option (right-click the
form name in the Project Explorer and select Copy form). This method is easier than
exporting and importing, and it preserves all bindings. Note that exporting and importing
a form from one Maintain procedure to another does not carry stack and variable bindings
over to the imported form, as the target procedure may not have the necessary data
source or variables defined.

When using the MATCH_CASE ON command (in Release 7.6.4) to code using mixed-case
or NLS characters in Master Files, be aware of the following known issues when working
in the MDE:

To use the Import WebFOCUS Parameters option in the MDE, you must manually
change the case style of the generated IWCGetAppCgi function name to IWCGetAppCGI,
otherwise you will see the following error when you try to compile or run:

(FOC03611) GetAppCgiValue is not a method
in type IWC_CGI.

If you drag the Tabstop property to the event handler, you must manually change the
case style to TabStop, or you will receive the following error when you try to compile
or run:

(FOC03610) Tabstop is not a field in (or
member of) type WF_FORM1.

If you have a Java applet on your form, selecting it in the event handler editor disables
the event drop-down list for all controls. The workaround is to exit and re-enter the event
handler editor to select the events for the other controls.

Deployment
FCM files (compiled Maintain procedures) are listed in the Deploy Scenario along with all
other files in a project, but you cannot deploy them. Maintain procedures should always be
compiled on the target server. You can prevent FCM files from appearing within the Maintain
project folder and the Deploy Wizard by right-clicking the Maintain folder, selecting Properties,
then Edit Filters, and unchecking the box for the .fcm extension.

Run-Time Issues
Be aware that not all browsers support all of the options that you can use in Maintain. While
VBScript works fine in Internet Explorer, it does not work for non-Microsoft browsers like
Firefox, Safari, and Opera. If developing an application that you might run using one of these
browsers, use JavaScript or Maintain code to create your events.
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The following are known run-time issues when using WebFOCUS Maintain:

The WebFOCUS Maintain Application Debugger is currently supported for use with the
servlet only.

The syntax in the Developing WebFOCUS Maintain Applications manual for preselecting
items in a MultiSelect List Box is in error. The correct syntax is:

(WINFORM SHOW_INACTIVE Formname;)
SelectedItems(1).Column = "value1";
SelectedItems(2).Column = "value2";
...
SelectedItems(m).Column = "valuen";

where:

SelectedItems

Is the name of an internal data source stack bound to a List Box for the selection
result, that can contain an array of multiple preselected items. (Like all stacks, it is
a 1-based, not 0-based, array.)

Column

Is the name of the result stack column.

When multi-selecting values from a List Box, note that the resulting order may be different
than that of the items in the original list.

When coding an exit from a Maintain application, the proper method is to use
"self.WINEXIT()" in the event (you can click the 'Close project' icon to generate the code).
If you use an HTML form to run a Maintain application in a separate browser session
and you wish to automatically close the browser after exiting the Maintain application,
you can use JavaScript to code the event as follows:

IWCTrigger("WINEXIT");
Window.close()

To avoid the error

FOC03847) RESUME: Application previously closed (no context).

Do the following when executing a FOCEXEC containing HTML to generate an HTML page
that calls Maintain, after exiting and re-executing the application.

1. Add document.referrer="about:blank"; in the Top case for the Maintain application.

2. For the Exit button event handler, add the following JavaScript code:

IWCTrigger("WINEXIT");
window.close
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3. Add a random number to the URL to ensure a fresh page is drawn each time. For
example,

function execForm4()
{getRandomNumber = Math.random();
var screenw = screen.availwidth;
var screenh = screen.availheight;
var userxxx = getCookie("WebTabsUser");
var cmd =
"/ibi_apps/WFServlet?IBIS_connect=on&IBIAPP_app=brad&IBIS_outbound=off
&IBIS_passthru=on&IBIC_user=IBIUSER&IBIF_cmd=MNTCON EX TBMINV11
&TABSUSER=" + userxxx + "&IBIC_pass=IBIUSER&RandomNum=" + 
getRandomNumber;
var winstats = "toolbar=no,location=yes,menubar=no,left=1,top=1,width="
 +
(screenw - 15) + ",height=" + (screenh - 40) + ",scrollbars=yes,
resizable=yes,status=no";
self.close()};

It is not possible to use a reserved word as a Master File name. If your Master File name
is a WebFOCUS reserved word, you will receive run-time messages saying that the file is
invalid. You can rename the Master and Access Files as needed to work around this
issue. Note that OBJECT is an undocumented reserved word.

It is possible to pass invalid SET commands or invalid values for SET commands using
SYS_MGR.FOCSET. There is no returned message when you do this; the SET command
simply does not take effect. Make sure you test any FOCUS SET commands you will issue
with the SYS_MGR.FOCSET command before using them in Maintain.

Blank lines at the start of a Multi-Line Edit control do not take effect at run time. This
issue will be resolved in a future release.

To run a compiled Maintain procedure in the Developer Studio Command Console using
the MNTCON RUN command, you must first compile the procedure outside of the console
session. Although issuing a MNTCON COMPILE command within the Command Console
appears to indicate success, the .fcm is not available for a subsequent MNTCON RUN.

An event handler for the OnTHLClicked event for the data-bound Grid can interfere with
other event handlers on a Winform. To work around this issue, enclose your event handler
in the following JavaScript if statement:

if(updn == 0)

After the Blur event is activated to move focus off a control, the tab order flow for the
form is exited and reset to the top of the order. Use the Winform Set
formname.controlname.Focus To Here syntax to designate the control next-in-line in the
tab order upon triggering a Blur event.
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Some browsers cache any page, even a CGI result page. In this case, make sure you set
your browser's Internet options to "Compare to document on server EVERY TIME."
However, if your browser still gives you a "Not connected or session lost" CGI error, you
may need to implement the following technique to launch your application. This technique
concatenates a date and time to the CGI string to launch the WebFOCUS Maintain
application, making sure the browser thinks there is a new page.

function run(appl) {
   var today = new Date();
   var cmd = "/ibi_cgi/ibiweb.exe?IBIS_connect=on&IBIF_cmd=MNTCON
RUN+"
     + appl +
     "&blah=" + today.getTime();
   window.open(cmd, "New_Window_Name",
"scrollbars=yes,resizable=yes");

An amper variable called from WebFOCUS and referenced in WebFOCUS Maintain must
have a name that does not match any ISO entity references. For example, an amper
variable named &COPY would be translated automatically by user agents such as a
browser into the international copyright symbol (©). Technically, this should only occur
when the reference is terminated by a semicolon, but in Internet Explorer, the reference
is also converted without the semicolon. For more information about ISO Entity References,
see the W3C reference article 24 Character Entity References in HTML 4 at
http://www.w3.org/TR/REC-html40/sgml/entities.html.

If there are JOINs in effect for a data source that is being accessed by Maintain while
using SU, you may encounter the following error message:

(FOC03766) Client/Server mismatch for file : (filename) 

This is because SU does not use the JOINs; therefore, it returns a different number of
fields than the local user has passed. There are two ways to prevent the error:

Clear JOINs before issuing the Maintain.

or

Add any additional data source file to the MAINTAIN command. For example, add
MAINTAIN FILE VIDEOTRK AND CAR.

In the second case, Maintain will automatically remove the JOIN from the local side and
compare based only on the host file.

To deploy an application containing a WebFOCUS procedure that drills down to a Maintain
procedure, you must manually edit the FOCEXEC to make any changes to the application
path or server name as necessary. The deploy process will not make any changes to
these parameters within FOCEXECs.
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When using a combo box to display a value containing more than one blank space, the
browser will truncate the displayed value to contain one space at run time unless you
use &nbsp, so that is the method employed by this control for display. The combo box
control uses a 'Selected Index' to pass the actual value rather than the displayed value,
so using Maintain code correctly preserves the spaces when retrieving it. However, if an
application uses JavaScript code to take the displayed value, that value will contain the
&nbsp, so you must provide your own code to remove it or substitute another character.

WebFOCUS Connector for Excel
The WebFOCUS Connector for Excel enables you to use Excel to interact with WebFOCUS
and WebFOCUS Maintain. The solution is perfect for users who use Excel daily to perform
analysis and also need to update information, and for those who already have locally-
developed solutions for Excel and want to make them work as Enterprise applications. The
WebFOCUS Connector for Excel enables your Excel users to load data using WebFOCUS and
update central databases from within Excel, without having to launch other applications or
browser sessions.

For more information on the WebFOCUS Connector for Excel, see the WebFOCUS Connector
for Excel page on the Information Builders support site.

Maintain FOCUS Feature Limitations
The following FOCUS language features are not supported in WebFOCUS Maintain:

The Restrict=Value option of the DBA security feature.

The Find option of the Accepts feature (Accepts in the Master File).

The use of fieldname aliases when referencing fields in a Maintain procedure.

The Text field format (TX) for FOCUS files.

The use of Computes in the Master File.

The use of Filters in the Master File.

This list may not be comprehensive. Contact your Information Builders representative if you
have any questions or concerns about support for a particular feature.

Business Views
Business Views are not supported with data source maintenance commands such as
Maintain.
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Unicode Support
WebFOCUS Maintain supports Unicode (UTF-8) data as of Version 7 Release 6.1. Refer to
the Server Administration manual for your platform for information about configuration
requirements.

Recompiling
You must recompile all WebFOCUS Maintain procedures that were developed and compiled
in earlier releases before running them in either Version 7 Release 6.0 or 6.1.

Note: You must recompile procedures developed in 7.6.0 when running them in 7.6.1.
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ReportCaster

Servlet Gives NullPointer Exception

ReportCaster Blackout Dates Interface
Save Option

Help Option in Email Address Search
Dialog

Library Search in Google

Creating Library Access List With Toolbar
Menus

RCUSERSYNC and Distribution Server Error
Message

Win Itanium and AMD64 Platforms

HTML User Interface Distribution Column
Incorrect

Correction to the ReportCaster End User’s
Manual

Accessing ReportCaster Single Page
Scheduling Tool Help

Dialog Boxes with Inactive Help Buttons

In this section:

Installation Not Creating Repository Tables

ReportCaster Applet Interface JVM Issue

Distributing Schedules Using SFTP

Issues When Using Informix

Issues When Using Microsoft SQL Server
2005

Scheduling a MR Procedure Containing a
Non-Printable Character

Accessing the Password and Advanced
Buttons Using the Keyboard

Web Browsers

Limitation When Using DB2 Resources

Daylight Saving Time Issues

Console Tools Option to Replace Email
Address

Installation Not Creating Repository Tables
The WebFOCUS installation option to create ReportCaster repository tables may not
successfully create the tables if the CLASSPATH for the installation is missing a value. If
the tables are not successfully created, run the ReportCaster repository creation utility. For
more information, see the WebFOCUS and ReportCaster Installation Requirements chapter
in either the WebFOCUS and ReportCaster Installation and Configuration for Windows manual
or the WebFOCUS and ReportCaster Installation and Configuration for Unix manual, depending
on your environment.

In Version 7 Release 6.1 and higher, this issue is resolved.
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ReportCaster Applet Interface JVM Issue
The toolbar icons on the ReportCaster Developer and Administrator (applet) interface are
incorrectly spaced when the user's browser is configured to use Sun Microsystem JVM
Versions 1.5_08 and higher on Windows 2000 and Windows 2000 Server, and with JVM
Versions 1.5_07 and higher on Windows 2003 Server. This is a documented problem in the
Sun Microsystem’s release notes which can be found at:
http://java.sun.com/j2se/1.5.0/ReleaseNotes.html.

Sun Microsystem is tracking a number of related reported problems in this area. The main
bug id number is 6349010. The bug id number that specifically references JVM 1.5_08 is
6234686. Although the description information on these problems states that it is for
Windows XP, the problem within the ReportCaster applet interface is only occurring on
Windows 2000 and 2003. This is not a problem if the user's browser in running on Windows
XP.

Evaluation has been performed with the Sun Microsystem’s JVM 1.6 version and this
ReportCaster applet toolbar button issue has been confirmed not to occur with Windows XP,
2000 and 2003. This is a cosmetic issue and does not impact ReportCaster functionality.

Distributing Schedules Using SFTP
The following issues exist when distributing schedules using SFTP:

When distributing a schedule using SFTP, you must specify the fully qualified domain
name.

In Version 7 Release 6.4, when you distribute a schedule using SFTP. a
NULLPOINTEREXCEPTION is thrown in the Distribution Server command line window and
in the Schedule trace. The log indicates that the job was completed, but no files are
uploaded.

To correct this issue in Version 7 Release 6.4, contact Information Builders Customer
Support for a hotfix.

Issues When Using Informix
When ReportCaster is configured with Informix:

The error java.net.UnknownHostExeception occurs when a schedule is run and the mail
server specified is invalid.

Any input fields in a schedule that contain a carriage return (for example, the Message
field in the Email for Library window) will result in an error message when trying to save
the schedule, and no log entries will be generated for the schedule.

In Version 7 Release 6.1 and higher, this issue is resolved.
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Issues When Using Microsoft SQL Server 2005
The following issues exists when using Microsoft SQL Server 2005:

When using Microsoft SQL Server 2005 JDBC Driver version 1.1, problems have been
reported where ReportCaster Tables were created, but ReportCaster could not successfully
insert values into the tables using either rcusersync or the front end administration tools.
This problem does not occur with version 1.2 of the Microsoft SQL Server 2005 JDBC
Driver.

Inserting into the Library from ReportCaster will fail if you are using Microsoft SQL Server
2005 with server configuration option sp_configure 'user options', 512.

Issues with this setting are documented at http://support.microsoft.com/kb/195491.

Use the following commands to reset the 'user options' setting so that it works correctly:

EXEC sp_configure 'user options',0
RECONFIGURE WITH OVVERRIDE
GO

Scheduling a MR Procedure Containing a Non-Printable Character
If you are scheduling a MR Standard Report or My Report procedure that contains a non-
printable character, for example a Tab character, you may receive an error message. When
you schedule a Managed Reporting procedure, the WebFOCUS Client creates an XML file
containing the procedure code. When this file is sent to the ReportCaster Distribution Server
for schedule processing, the non-printable character cannot be read by the XML parser. As
a workaround, rather than using the non-printable character, use the HEXBYT equivalent for
non-printable characters. For example, instead of coding

DEFINE FILE CAR
ED_DOC/A56 = GETTOK(STANDARD,56,+1,'"', 25, ED_DOC);
END

code your procedure as follows:

DEFINE FILE CAR
ED_DOC/A56 = GETTOK(STANDARD,56,+1,HEXBYT(05,'A1', 25, ED_DOC));
END

ReportCaster can now process the non-printable character and successfully schedule the
procedure. For more information about the HEXBYT function, see the Using Functions manual.

Accessing the Password and Advanced Buttons Using the Keyboard
When creating or editing a Task, when accessing the Password and Advanced buttons using
the keyboard, the Enter key is not selecting the option. A workaround is to use the space
bar to select the Password and Advanced buttons.
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Web Browsers
The following are Web Browser issues when using ReportCaster:

When using the Firefox Browser to access the ReportCaster API Help from the WebFOCUS
Online Help, a “Page not found error” is displayed. You must change the URL in the
Firefox Browser’s address window from:
ibi_html/javaassist/intl/EN/help/..\..\..\..\..\javadoc\rcaster\help\index.html to:
ibi_html/javadoc/rcaster/help/index.html

The ReportCaster Scheduling Wizard that opens from Dashboard is not resizable in
Internet Explorer. It is resizable in Firefox.

Report formats are not sorted in the Schedule Wizard when using the Firefox Browser.

In Version 7 Release 6.1 and higher, this issue is resolved.

When using the Firefox Browser, you are unable to see multiple entries in the Distribution
List. The Distribution List Destination column does not scroll to show all characters for
values that exceed the display width of the Destination column.

When using the Firefox Browser version 1.5 and you press the TAB key more than once
inside the HTML Wizard Calendar, all drop-down box controls behave erratically.

In Version 7 Release 6.1 and higher, this issue is resolved.

Limitation When Using DB2 Resources
There is an issue with DB2 where users receive a null point exception error in schbkr.err
and (possibly) scheduler.log. This occurs because the maximum number of concurrent identify
level agents has been exceeded. Upon receipt of this message, resources must be
reallocated. Purge your log files and contact your Database Administrator for system
optimization. For more information, go to the following URL on IBM's Web site: http://www-
1.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?uid=swg21153968

Daylight Saving Time Issues
The following are Daylight Saving Time issues related to ReportCaster:

The United States has planned a change to its Daylight Saving Time (DST) observance
beginning in 2007. The Energy Policy Act of 2005 mandates that DST will start on the
second Sunday in March and end on the first Sunday in November. In 2007, the start
and stop dates will be March 11 and November 4, respectively. These dates are different
from previous DST start and stop dates. In 2006, the dates were the first Sunday in April
(April 2, 2006) and the last Sunday in October (October 29, 2006).
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Some countries are still evaluating whether they will adopt the new rules for themselves.
You should anticipate more changes in DST and time zone rules for countries that typically
align with U.S. DST rules.

The Java Runtime Environment (JRE) stores rules about DST observance all around the
globe. Older JREs will have outdated rules that will be superseded by the Energy Policy
Act of 2005. As a result, applications running on an older JRE may report incorrect time
from March 11, 2007 through April 2, 2007 and from October 29, 2007 through November
4, 2007. If you are concerned about application failures that may result from these DST
changes, you should update your Java Runtime Environment as per Sun Microsystems
published article U.S. Daylight Saving Time Changes in 2007, at
http://java.sun.com/developer/technicalArticles/Intl/USDST/.

Any ReportCaster daily, weekly, or monthly job scheduled before the start of Daylight
Saving Time to run between the hours of 2:00 AM and 2:59 AM will run an hour earlier,
that is, between the hours of 1:00 AM and 1:59 AM, after Daylight Saving Time begins.
Yearly, hourly, and minute interval schedules are not affected by this issue.

In Version 7 Release 6.2 and higher, this issue is resolved.

To correct this issue in Version 7 Release 6.1 and earlier, contact Information Builders
Customer Support for a hotfix.

Schedules that were created before the Daylight Saving Time fix was applied can be
corrected in one of the following ways:

Wait for the schedule to run again, at which time the Distribution Server will
automatically reset the NextRunTime to the correct time.

Manually update the affected schedules from the ReportCaster scheduling tool.

Run the utility provided by Information Builders to correct the NextRunTime.

A .bat file for Windows or a script file for UNIX is required to run the utility. This file
is included in Version 7 Release 6.2. In Version 7 Release 6.1 and earlier, you must
create the file in the ReportCaster bin directory with the following content.

For Windows:

call .\classpath.bat
java –cp "%CLASSPATH%" ibi.broker.SCHDSTUtil %DSINSTALL%
pause

For UNIX:

. ./classpath java -cp "$CLASSPATH" ibi.broker.SCHDSTUtil $DSINSTALL
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To run the utility, log onto the Distribution Server and from the bin directory enter the
following on a command line:

For Windows, rcdstutil.bat.

For UNIX, rcdstutil.

Console Tools Option to Replace Email Address
When ReportCaster is configured with a FOCUS repository, the ReportCaster Console Tools
option to globally update values does not successfully update values when the value specified
exceeds 32 characters. Process fails with the following error:

EMail Address ERROR AT OR NEAR LINE 19 IN PROCEDURE RCASTER FOCEXEC *
(EDA 3601)

In Version 7 Release 6.1 and higher, this issue is resolved.

Servlet Gives NullPointer Exception
When using ReportCaster Servlet API to change the status of a schedule (DSTACTIVE), it
fails with a Java NullPointer Exception.

In Version 7 Release 6.1 and higher, this issue is resolved.

ReportCaster Blackout Dates Interface Save Option
The Save option within the ReportCaster Blackout Dates Interface, when invoked from the
HTML Schedule Wizard, is not functioning properly. The Save option should not be available
to ReportCaster users that are not ReportCaster Administrators. Although the Save option
can be selected by ReportCaster Users, the user cannot select any fields within the
ReportCaster Blackout Dates interface and therefore cannot change the configured blackout
dates. In addition, ReportCaster Administrators are not able to select and save blackout
dates when the ReportCaster Blackout Date interface is invoked from the HTML ReportCaster
Interface. The workaround is to invoke the ReportCaster Blackout Date interface from the
ReportCaster main page or applet interface.

In Version 7 Release 6.1 and higher, this issue is resolved.

Help Option in Email Address Search Dialog
The Help option from the Email Address Search dialog does not display any online help.
Workaround is to use the online help Index and enter 'Address Search' in the keyword entry
field to locate and view the online help information for Address Search.
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Library Search in Google
Data within Heading and Footing areas of an Active Report is not searchable in Google
Repository.

In Version 7 Release 6.1 and higher, this issue is resolved.

Creating Library Access List With Toolbar Menus
The error 'IBIB_casteruser must be specified' is given when saving the Access List that is
created using the ReportCaster Developer and Administrator (Applet) interface, The 'New
Access List' option is accessible from the Action menu or the toolbar 'New' option.

In Version 7 Release 6.1 and higher, this issue is resolved.

RCUSERSYNC and Distribution Server Error Message
If ReportCaster is not running and you run the rcusersync utility, the utility closes without
any message. Running the Distribution Server is required when running the rcusersync utility.
When the Distribution Server is not running, the following message appears:

Unable to communicate with the Distribution Server to obtain 
configuration information.

In Version 7 Release 6.1 and higher, this issue is resolved.

Please confirm that the Distribution Server is started and that the values of the Distribution
Server server host and port are correct.

Win Itanium and AMD64 Platforms
ReportCaster cannot be started as a service on WIN Itanium or AMD64.

HTML User Interface Distribution Column Incorrect
The HTML User Interface schedule list Distribution column information continues to show
Access List for a Library schedule that has been edited to change the access option from
Access List to Public.

In Version 7 Release 6.1 and higher, this issue is resolved.

Correction to the ReportCaster End User’s Manual
The procedure How to Create a New Library Access List found in Chapter 5, Report Library,
incorrectly states that there is a limit on the number of users you can add to a Report Library
Access List, as follows: “On the Windows platform, you may add a maximum of 60 users.”
There actually is no limit to the number of users you can add to a Report Library Access List.
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This information was corrected in the ReportCaster End User’s manual released with
WebFOCUS Version 7 Release 6.4. You can obtain the most current documentation from
the Information Builders Technical Documentation Library Web site.

Accessing ReportCaster Single Page Scheduling Tool Help
In Version 7 Release 6.4, the Help button on the ReportCaster single page Scheduling Tool
user interface opens the entire ReportCaster Development and Administration help. To
access help specific to the Scheduling Tool, click the ReportCaster Single Page Scheduling
Tool link located in the navigator pane of the ReportCaster Development and Administration
help.

Dialog Boxes with Inactive Help Buttons
In Version 7 Release 6.4, when accessing help from the Server Configuration tool, the Help
buttons on the following dialog boxes are inactive:

Allowed Email Domains

FOC Message Numbers to be Processed as Warnings

For information on these dialog boxes, see the ReportCaster Development and Administration
manual.

Two-Way Email
The following are known issues when using Two-Way Email:

You can resend a Two-Way Email template. However, although the template is successfully
sent, no confirmation message is displayed. A confirmation message is displayed when
resending a Two-Way Email template from the

When ReportCaster is installed on a Linux machine, users are not receiving Two-Way
Email templates.

A Two-Way Email template with its title enclosed within quotation marks does not appear
in the drop down list for the job log.
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The log report for sending of a Two-Way Email template is incomplete and has the User
information as 'unknown'. Although the information is incomplete the Two-Way Email
template is successfully sent.

In Version 7 Release 6.1 and higher, this issue is resolved.

When scheduling an Alert that has a Two-Way Email template attached, the Two-Way
template information is not being sent in the output.

In Version 7 Release 6.1 and higher, this issue is resolved.

You must specify a valid Managed Reporting Administrator user ID and password to
access the Two-Way Email Console.

If there is a failure with Two-Way Email once the ReportCaster Distribution Server has
been successfully started, you should limit the number of connection attempts. If these
attempts are unsuccessful, shut down and then restart the ReportCaster Distribution
Server.

The incorrect reply address is sent with the report output. The e-mail address being sent
for the reply address is specified incorrectly as the e-mail address for the Error Account
in the Two Way configuration. This problem occurs with or without a value specified for
the 'Default Two Way Reply Account'.

In Version 7 Release 6.1 and higher, this issue is resolved.

When trying to preview an e-mail template from Developer Studio, the Two-Way Email
icon appears as a broken image. This problem does not occur when previewing an e-mail
template from the Managed Reporting Applet user interface.

In Version 7 Release 6.1 and higher, this issue is resolved.

If a Two-Way Email template is created for a report containing a parameter and the options
that control parameter behavior are changed from Allow Default to Disable, then changes
to the template will not be saved and the original value of Allow Default remains in effect.

In Version 7 Release 6.2 and higher, this issue is resolved.

When a Two-Way Email template is created for a report containing a parameter and
multiple parameter values are set within the template using the Use Value option, then
all parameter values set with the Use Value option are lost when one of those parameters
is deleted from the report and the template is opened to confirm the deletion.

In Version 7 Release 6.2 and higher, this issue is resolved.
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WebFOCUS Magnify
The following are known issues when using WebFOCUS Magnify:

In Version 7 Release 6.4, the WebFOCUS Magnify security feature, which allows an
administrator to control accessibility to sensitive information, is not available to the
Lucene search engine.

In Version 7 Release 6.4, there is no tool to manage the data that resides in the Lucene
search engine index.

Web and Application Servers

In this section:

Microsoft IIS Web Servers

Tomcat Application Server Service

Sybase Server

BEA WebLogic Server 8

Java Memory Settings for Application Servers

Microsoft IIS Web Servers

If you are using a Microsoft IIS Web server, by default the Connection Timeout is 900
seconds (15 minutes). For more information about increasing the connection period, see
your Web server documentation.

On Windows 2003 Servers, the Web server permissions for the ibi_html alias (Virtual
Directory) may need to include scripts. If you run into problems, right-click the ibi_html
Virtual Directory in the Internet Services Manager (inetmgr), choose properties, and
change the Execute permissions to Scripts only on the Virtual Directory tab.

WebFOCUS Version 7 Release 6 has been certified with ServletExec ISAPI and ServletExec
AS Versions 5.0.0.13 with Patch 11. Patch 11 includes a hot fix that is needed for
ServletExec to work with WebFOCUS Power Painter and Advanced Graph Assistant tools.

The Tomcat Jakarta Connector (plug-in) for IIS is not supported on 64 bit Itanium Windows
systems. The plug-in works on 64 bit AMD Windows systems if you obtain the 64 bit
plug-in.

In Version 7 Release 6.2 and lower, the plug-in option is grayed out during installation
because Information Builders only provides the 32 bit version of the plug-in.
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In Version 7 Release 6.4, the installation for Windows AMD 64-bit does provide the AMD
64-bit version of the plugin.

Tomcat Application Server Service
When using Tomcat 5 and higher with Java 1.6 on Windows, there may be problems starting
the Tomcat Application Server as a service. The following error may appear in the
jakarta_service.log:

[error] Failed creating java C:\Program 
Files\Java\jre1.6.0_03\bin\client\jvm.dll
[1260 prunsrv.c] [error]
[174 javajni.c] [error] The specified module could not be found.

Verify that a file named msvcr71.dll exists in the \WINDOWS\system32 directory. The
tomcat5.exe file looks for the file in that specific location in order to run successfully. If the
file does not exist, copy it file from another location to your \WINDOWS\system32 directory
and start the Tomcat service.

Sybase Server
If you are using a Sybase® Server that distributes a JVM on the same machine as WebFOCUS,
the Sybase installation program modifies the GLOBAL path that the JVM uses to load classes
(CLASSPATH). This affects the following in WebFOCUS:

The browser uses the global CLASSPATH variable when looking to avoid an I/O from the
Web.

The OLAP Control Panel does not work in a browser on a machine with the Sybase Server
installed.

BEA WebLogic Server 8
When WebFOCUS and ReportCaster Web applications are deployed to BEA WebLogic Server
8.1, a warning message may appear in the WebLogic log that WebFOCUS references an old
version of the servlet DTD. This is a warning message only, and can be ignored.

Java Memory Settings for Application Servers
Setting some Java VM (JVM) options can improve performance and correct problems with
the application server. The most common settings involve the size of the Java heap and
stack, which determine memory availability for Java programs and the JVM. Errors can occur
if not enough memory is available, and the heap size impacts performance, since it
determines how often garbage collection occurs.
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If you run into performance problems or receive out of memory exceptions, you can adjust
these sizes. The following are the most common JVM options related to memory settings.
Replace the ### with the size you wish to set:

-Xss###M

Sets the Java thread stack size.

-Xmx###M

Sets the maximum Java heap size.

-Xms###M

Sets the initial Java heap size.

The size is normally set in Megabytes, for example:

-Xms256M
-Xmx512M

Optimum sizes vary depending on your total memory, the needs of your application, how
many other processes require memory, the type of JVM, and other considerations. Where
to set these and other JVM options depends on your application server.

For Tomcat on Windows, you can set these options using the Apache Tomcat Properties
window through the Start menu by selecting Programs, Apache Tomcat 5.0, and Configure
Tomcat. Click the Java tab and set the sizes in megabytes in the Initial memory pool
(-Xms) and Maximum memory pool (-Xmx) fields. For example:

Initial memory pool = 256
Maximum memory pool = 512

For other application servers, refer to your application server documentation.

Restart your application server after making the changes.
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National Language Support (NLS)

In this section:

UNIX

Windows

MVS

All Platforms

EUC Japanese Support on Core UNIX Platforms

Configuring NLS for Baltic, Czech, Greek, Hebrew, Polish, Russian, or Turkish

Changing the Default Character Set

WebFOCUS and ReportCaster Installation and Configuration

Formats

Managed Reporting

Data Server

Synonym Wizard

HTML Report Assistant

Graphs

Business Intelligence Dashboard

Developer Studio

ReportCaster

Two-Way Email

User Interface

UNIX
The following are known NLS issues on UNIX:

In Version 7 Release 6.1, Japanese resource files (.js and .txt files) have been changed
from SHIFT_JIS to UTF8 in order to support both SHIFT_JIS and EUC Japanese on core
UNIX platforms. The change to UTF8 is not supported on zOS Unix System Services (USS).
For more details, see EUC Japanese Support on Core UNIX Platforms on page 102.
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SJIS extended Japanese (Kanji) characters do not exist in UNIX's JVM where the default
encoding is configured by the machine's locale information. the IBI_NLS_ENCODING
setting in web.xml allows you to override the default encoding value of JVM. When you
place a "MS932" value into the IBI_NLS_ENCODING setting in web.xml, the JVM's
encoding value becomes "MS932" instead of "SJIS".

In certain versions of UNIX, the file systems do not support National Language characters.
Consequently, FOCUS procedures and synonym names containing NLS characters may
not be recognized on these file systems. Contact your UNIX system vendor for more
information about NLS character support in the UNIX file system you are using.

On UNIX, the physical file name of an embedded GIF file that contains NLS characters
must be in lowercase, even though the FOCUS procedure references the file name in
uppercase.

iPlanet 6.0 Web Server decodes the € (EURO) currency symbol incorrectly when using
Internet Explorer's escape function. As a result, the € symbol appears as ? in various
areas of the product.

Windows
The following are known NLS issues on Windows:

You may not create a procedure name with the micro sign (µ) character.

On Windows, if the WebFOCUS Reporting Server is configured for an OEM code page, the
currency symbol modified in \ibi\srv76\wfs\etc\nlscfg.err must be entered in an OEM
format.

During a WebFOCUS installation in Windows 2000, the default WebFOCUS language is
set to the system's locale .DEFAULT user ID even though the current user's ID is set to
a different language. This is a JDK 1.5 limitation.

WebFOCUS depends on JDK's file.encoding value to appropriately read and write data,
and display NLS characters in the tools. To determine the value for file.encoding, go to:
http://your_domain/ibi_apps/properties.jsp.

On a Windows environment using JDK 1.4.x, the file.encoding value comes from Window's
current user's system locale. If using JDK 1.5 and above, the file.encoding value comes
from Window's .DEFAULT user locale. This locale is specified during the OS installation.
In Windows XP and Windows 2003, the .DEFAULT user locale value can be changed in
the Advanced tab in Regional and Language Options by selecting the Default user account
settings check box when you change the locale.
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The .DEFAULT locale cannot be changed on Windows 2000 so you may not get the
expected file.encoding value from http://your-domain/ibi_apps/properties.jsp. As a
workaround, you may specify the encoding value under Java Options for your Application
server. If you are using Apache Tomcat as your Application Server, add the following line:
-Dfile.encoding=value at the end of the code in the Java Options box in the Java tab
of the Apache Tomcat Properties configuration.

If you are using Servlet Exec as your Application Server, add the following line:
-Dfile.encoding=value under VM Options.

MVS
The following are known NLS issues on MVS:

In Chart Titles, Chart Subtitles and Chart Footnote, the \n created by a carriage return
is not respected. Instead, the characters are wrapped on the same line.

You cannot create a new Data Server application with NLS characters in its name.

When an MVS WebFOCUS Reporting Server is configured for CP 1026 and is processing
Turkish data that contains double quotation marks, it fails when comparing the value of
HEX FC to 7F. This limitation is a result of the following:

The IBM MVS system uses HEX FC for the value of double quotation marks, and HEX
7F for the 'ü' character for a Turkish code page.

All other EBCDIC code pages except Turkish use HEX 7F for double quotation marks.

All EBCDIC WebFOCUS Reporting Servers expect HEX 7F for double quotation marks
when processing data, regardless of the EBCDIC server code page.

As a workaround, you must use an ASCII Hub Server that resides on the Windows or UNIX
platform. This server cannot be an EBCDIC Hub Server.

When the WebFOCUS Client is configured for the WFServlet on MVS, drilling down on an
EXL2K report and passing an NLS parameter value yields a NO OUTPUT message. HTML
and PDF outputs work correctly.

The € (EURO) currency symbol is not supported in DOC and WP-formatted reports.

All Platforms
The following are known NLS issues on all platforms:

There are problems with the WebFOCUS interfaces and tools listing application directory
names and files that contain the BETA character. Information Builders recommends not
using the BETA character in WebFOCUS Reporting Server application directory names
and master file description names.
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Some NLS characters cannot be typed into WebFOCUS Reporting Server procedure names
using international keyboards. This is a limitation of Sun's Java VM.

WebFOCUS uses extended Japanese double-byte characters by default. To take advantage
of this feature the end user's browser encoding method must be set to use "Shift JIS".

If "Auto-Select" is used instead, extended DBCS will not display correctly within WebFOCUS
and the parameter NLS_MS932 must be switched to OFF through the WebFOCUS
Administration Console.

If your browser is configured to use Sun's JVM and you are using a German keyboard,
when you attempt to type a Euro symbol using the Right-ALT + e combination, the Euro
symbol will not display as expected. This is a limitation due to Sun's JVM. To avoid this
issue, use Microsoft's VM.

The following characters cannot be used in a Fieldname or Alias names on OS/400,
MVS, and USS WebFOCUS Reporting Servers. They appear as a terminator $ sign (0x5B)
in MFD, ACX, and StyleSheet files and cause unexpected results.

CountriesCharacterServer Code Page

Denmark/NorwayÅ (Capital A with a ring above)277

Finland/SwedenÅ (Capital A with a ring above)278

United Kingdom£ (Pound sign)285

NorwayÍ (Capital I with a dot above)1026

You may not be able to use the Extended Currency Symbol feature when your WebFOCUS
Reporting Server is configured with an OEM Code page, since it may not contain all
currency symbols.

Only TrueType fonts can display the € (EURO) currency symbol. If your report uses a fixed
type font, it will not appear correctly.

Only Oracle Version 8.0.5 or higher is supported for NLS.

The following known issue occurs only if you are using the Microsoft Java Virtual Machine
(JVM). It does not occur with the Sun Microsystems JVM.

In the Data Servers feature of Managed Reporting Domain Builder, the Latin capital
(uppercase) ligature Œ and Latin small (lowercase) ligature œ do not appear correctly in
the name of a new application, procedure, or HTML form.
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EUC Japanese Support on Core UNIX Platforms

How to:

Use Japanese EUC Encoding on Core UNIX Platforms

In Version 7 Release 6.1, Japanese resource files (.js and .txt files) have been changed
from SHIFT_JIS to UTF8 in order to support both SHIFT_JIS and EUC encodings on core UNIX
platforms. Japanese EUC is not supported on zOS Unix System Services (USS) and other
platforms.

Note:

Sun Java 2 JVM is a requirement for Japanese EUC configuration since Microsoft JVM
does not support EUC encoding.

Extended Japanese characters cannot be used with EUC encoding – this is a Java limitation
and those characters will display as question marks instead.

How to Use Japanese EUC Encoding on Core UNIX PlatformsProcedure:

To use Japanese EUC, you must manually edit the following files after installing the Version
7 Release 6.1 WebFOCUS Client. Note that it is not necessary to edit these files when using
SHIFT_JIS encoding.

1. Edit and add the following line (meta tag for EUC):

<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" Content="text/html; charset=euc-jp">

to the following files:

a. ibi_html/workbnch

mrlogon.htm

mr_ie.htm

b. ibi_html/homepage

adhoc.htm

proc.htm

wfcontent.htm

c. ibi_html/javaassist/ibi/html/console

wfconsole.htm
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2. Add the text highlighted in bold below to the CGI Encoding line in the nls.txt file, located
at ibi_html/javaassist.

# $Revision: 1.1
StringTable
CGI Encoding,EUC_JP,,EUC
EndStringTable

ReportCaster Japanese EUC Support on Core UNIX Platforms Known ProblemReference:

In Version 7 Release 6.1, ReportCaster scheduling interfaces display the ? character for
Managed Reporting domain, folder, and report names. A fix for this problem will be included
in the Version 7 Release 6.2 service pack, which is currently scheduled for availability in
June 2007. If you need a fix for this problem in Release 761, contact Customer Support
Services.

Configuring NLS for Baltic, Czech, Greek, Hebrew, Polish, Russian, or Turkish
While configuring the WebFOCUS Server for National Language Support using the WebFOCUS
Reporting Server Console, you may see incorrect characters if the language configured is
Baltic, Czech, Greek, Hebrew, Polish, Russian, or Turkish.

To correct this:

1. Copy wceng.lng to wclang.lng.

where:

lang

Is a 3-character string for the language you select:

BAL – Baltic

CZE – Czech

GRE – Greek

HEB – Hebrew

POL – Polish

RUS – Russian

TUR – Turkish
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2. Edit the following line in the wclang.lng file to the charset value for the language you want
to use:

1 = Windows-1252

If {LANG} is "BAL", set this line to "1 = Windows-1257" or "1 = iso-8859-4"

If {LANG} is "CZE", set this line to "1 = Windows-1250" or "1 = iso-8859-2"

If {LANG} is "GRE", set this line to "1 = Windows-1253" or "1 = iso-8859-7"

If {LANG} is "HEB", set this line to "1 = Windows-1255" or "1 = iso-8859-8"

If {LANG} is "POL", set this line to "1 = Windows-1250" or "1 = iso-8859-2"

If {LANG} is "RUS", set this line to "1 = Windows-1250" or "1 = iso-8859-2"

If {LANG} is "RUS", set this line to "1 = Windows-1251" or "1 = iso-8859-5"

3. Restart the server.

Changing the Default Character Set

How to:

Change the Default Character Set (New Atlanta)

Change the Default Character Set (Another Servlet Engine)

Reference:

Common Character Sets

To display national characters, WebFOCUS automatically assigns a character set based on
the language of the user interface. WebFOCUS supports the following languages: English,
Simplified Chinese, Traditional Chinese, French Canadian, French Standard, German Standard,
German Austrian, Spanish, Japanese, Brazilian Portuguese, and Korean.

To use another character set, you must manually configure WebFOCUS and assign a different
value to default_charset.

How to Change the Default Character Set (New Atlanta)Procedure:

1. Start servletExec Admin.

2. Under Web Applications, click manage.

3. Click web.xml.

4. Under Application, click initparameters.
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5. Update the value of default_charset as required, for example, ISO-8859-8 for Hebrew.

6. For information on different character sets, see Common Character Sets.

7. Click Submit.

Note: If you restart IIS, repeat these steps.

How to Change the Default Character Set (Another Servlet Engine)Procedure:

1. Extract the web.xml file from the webfocus76.war file using the following command:

jar xvf webfocus76.war WEB-INF/web.xml 

2. Update the ISO-8859-1 value of web.xml extracted to the desired default_charset value.

For information on different character sets, see Common Character Sets.

3. Update the web.xml file into webfocus76.war using the following command:

jar uvf webfocus76.war WEB-INF/web.xml 

4. Re-deploy the webfocus76.war file.

Common Character SetsReference:

The following table lists the default character set value for each language:

default_charset valueLanguage

iso-8859-1Afrikaans

iso-8859-1Albanian

iso-8859-6Arabic

iso-8859-1Basque

iso-8859-5Bulgarian

iso-8859-5Byelorussian

iso-8859-1Catalan

iso-8859-2Croatian

iso-8859-2Czech
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default_charset valueLanguage

iso-8859-1Danish

iso-8859-1Dutch

iso-8859-1English

iso-8859-15Estonian

iso-8859-1Faroese

iso-8859-1Finnish

iso-8859-1French

iso-8859-1Galician

iso-8859-1German

iso-8859-7Greek

iso-8859-8Hebrew

iso-8859-2Hungarian

iso-8859-1Icelandic

iso-8859-1Irish

iso-8859-1Italian

shift_jisJapanese

euc-krKorean

iso-8859-4Latvian

iso-8859-4Lithuanian

iso-8859-5Macedonian

iso-8859-1Norwegian

iso-8859-2Polish
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default_charset valueLanguage

iso-8859-1Portuguese

iso-8859-2Romanian

iso-8859-5Russian

iso-8859-1Scottish

iso-8859-5Serbian

iso-8859-2Serbian

euc-cnSimplified Chinese

iso-8859-2Slovak

iso-8859-2Slovenian

iso-8859-1Spanish

iso-8859-1Swedish

big5Traditional Chinese

iso-8859-9Turkish

iso-8859-5Ukrainian

WebFOCUS and ReportCaster Installation and Configuration

Support for Baltic code pages requires manual configuration of the WebFOCUS Reporting
Server and WebFOCUS Client. For instructions on manually configuring the server and
client for Baltic code pages, see National Language Support (NLS) in the WebFOCUS Client
Enhancements chapter in the WebFOCUS/iWay Integrated New Features manual.

The French Canadian WebFOCUS setup program calls an English version of the WebFOCUS
Client program. However, this behavior does not affect the files installed.

On a simplified Chinese version of Windows, the English ReportCaster Distribution Server
installation freezes. As a workaround, select Regional Options in Control Panel. Change
your locale to something other than S-Chinese before running the installation.
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Formats
The following are known NLS issues related to formats:

When the WebFOCUS Reporting Server is configured for Unicode (code page 65001),
HTML and EXL2K are the only supported output formats.

To view NLS characters in PS and PDF formats, you must have a PostScript Type 1 font
available that supports those characters. For more information about how to do this, see
Adding PostScript Type 1 Fonts for PS and PDF Formats in the Creating Reports With
WebFOCUS Language manual.

National characters appear incorrectly in a report with FORMAT DIF. A DIF file expects a
DOS (OEM) character set. The WebFOCUS Client does not support DOS (OEM) character
sets.

Managed Reporting
The following are known NLS issues related to Managed Reporting:

The Managed Reporting Custom Reports folder name does not change according to the
language that is being used. Instead, the language that was used when the Custom
Report was created determines the language of the Custom Reports folder name.

In Domain Builder, Korean characters that start with 0xA0 become question marks after
the browser is refreshed in domain name, report name, folder name, and so on. In order
to view these characters correctly, you must use Sun's j2re-1_4_1_06 or higher.

Managed Reporting uses an encrypting method when saving procedures that contain NLS
characters. However, the Import utility does not have a decoding method. As a result,
the imported procedure retains the same name as when it was stored.

You cannot use the ß (beta) NLS character in Domains and Standard Report Names.

NLS characters should be avoided when creating a profile and Help file for a Domain.
Although there are no errors when using NLS characters, they will be converted to an
alphabetical character to create the file name, and no NLS character will appear in
Managed Reporting.

Data Server
When the WebFOCUS Reporting Server is configured for code page 278 (Finnish/Swedish)
and you edit and save a Master File using the Data Server component in Managed Reporting
on z/OS, the terminator character ($) appears as an Angstrom character (Å).
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Synonym Wizard
The following are known NLS issues related to synonyms:

When using the Create Synonym feature for remote server configuration through the
WebFOCUS Reporting Server Console, do not begin a synonym name with a tilde (~) or
hyphen (-). Use another character at the beginning of the name.

You cannot create a synonym for a file name that contains the ß (beta) NLS character.

HTML Report Assistant
When customers use Japanese DBCS characters in certain input boxes, such as Field name
box in WebFOCUS Field Creator dialog, or Parameter name box in Selection Criteria tab, or
Condition name box in WebFOCUS Edit Condition Dialog, or Chart Title/Chart Subtitle/Chart
Footnote boxes in Graph Titles tab, the corresponding OK buttons, Add button, or Style
Title/Subtitle/Footnote buttons may not be activated in HTML Report Assistant on Japanese
Windows XP platforms. This is due to limitations with JavaScript functions and Windows XP.
As a workaround, input name values before expressions, or use the Left and Right arrow
keys to move the cursor inside these input boxes.

Graphs
The following are known NLS issues related to graphs:

The Edit Graph option in the Graph Assistant tool may not work when the Developer
Studio language does not match the language of the Windows regional settings. There
are three workarounds you can use to resolve this issue:

1. Change the Regional Options Location to United States and restart the machine.

2. Add or revise IBIJAVAPATH in your registry. Notice that language and country now
appears in the first string below:

C:\j2sdk1.4.0_06\jre\bin\javaw -Duser.language=en -Duser.country=US 
-classpath
C:\j2sdk1.4.0_06\jre\lib\rt.jar;
C:\ibi\DevStudio52\ibi_html\javaassist

3. Copy the language folder that corresponds to the regional settings from

\ibi\WebFOCUS71\ibi_html\javaassist\intl

to:

\ibi\DevStudio71\ibi_html\javaassist\intl 
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On UNIX, to display Hebrew characters on a GRAPH request with set graphedit=server,
JRE 1.4 must be installed.

In HTML Graph Assistant, if you click Graph Titles under the Headings tab and then type
a single NLS character with the ALT+0+nnn combination in the Chart Title, Chart Subtitle,
or Chart Footnote boxes, it causes the buttons for Style Title, Style Subtitle, and Style
Footnote to become grayed out. However, you can still click the buttons to apply styling
to the charts.

In order to view Continental Decimal Notation (CDN) in the bubble help or in the data
values for graphs, SET BARNUM must be ON.

The default formatting can be changed by coding your own formatting as follows:

set DataTextFormat(-1);
set DataTextFormatPattern("$###,###,##0.00");

The formatting should conform to the CDN and CENT-ZERO settings.

In Graph Editor, you cannot FTP a graph that has SBCS characters in its name. Use
non-NLS characters instead.

When customers use Japanese DBCS characters in certain input boxes, such as Field
name box in WebFOCUS Field Creator dialog, or Parameter name box in Selection Criteria
tab, or Condition name box in WebFOCUS Edit Condition Dialog, or Chart Title/Chart
Subtitle/Chart Footnote boxes in Graph Titles tab, the corresponding OK buttons, Add
button, or Style Title/Subtitle/Footnote buttons may not be activated in HTML Graph
Assistant on Japanese Windows XP platforms. This is due to limitations with JavaScript
functions and Windows XP. As a workaround, input name values before expressions, or
use the Left and Right arrow keys to move the cursor inside these input boxes.

On a Unicode configuration, across fieldnames with NLS characters are displayed as
squares in SVG graphs. To workaround this problem, specify the following line at
GRAPHSTYLE:

setDefaultFontName("ArialUnicodeMS");

When re-entering Advanced Graph Assistant in Developer Studio, NLS fields are not
displayed in X and Y buckets. Executing or viewing the procedure in an editor produces
the correct results.
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Business Intelligence Dashboard
The following are known NLS issues related to Dashboard:

Baltic characters do not display correctly in Content Block names. Use non-NLS characters
for block names instead.

On localized versions of Business Intelligence Dashboard, you may notice truncation in
the left side of View Builder or Domain Trees in Public Views. You can correct this by
moving the frame separator to view all links.

Developer Studio
The following are known NLS issues related to Developer Studio:

The Euro (€) symbol appears as a question mark (?) in the display value of an Execute
Tool Wizard Parameter.

NLS characters are not supported in the title of an HTML project file.

When using OEM data, you can create a procedure and run it from Report Painter but not
from the Window component. If you run the procedure from the Window component, you
will receive the following message:

FOC003: THE FIELDNAME IS NOT RECOGNIZED

ReportCaster
The following are known NLS issues related to ReportCaster:

Japanese double byte tilde (~) and dash ( -) characters appear as question marks (???)
in the Subject, From, and Report Name fields in e-mails received from ReportCaster.

When distributing a zip report file containing DBCS characters using the e-mail distribution
method, the DBCS characters are not readable. This occurs because Sun Microsystems
converts the original zip class from UCS2 to UTF-8. For more information, see Sun
Microsystems' Web site.

When using an International version of Outlook Express, you must set Outlook's encoding
option to Western European ISO to view the € (EURO) currency symbol in the distributed
output of a scheduled Task.

To print a report containing NLS characters from ReportCaster, the printer must be
configured with a default font that supports the NLS characters.
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There are certain SBCS limitations when using an Oracle 8.0.5 repository with
ReportCaster:

In Managed Reporting, you cannot use more than 16 SBCS characters for User ID,
Description, and password fields.

In the ReportCaster Development and Administration Interface, you cannot use more
than 25 SBCS characters for Job Description, Task Name, Save Report As, Folder
Name (under the Managed Reporting distribution method), and From field (in
Notification settings).

The € (EURO) currency symbol appears as a question mark (?) in the following areas of
ReportCaster:

Distribution List burst values

Task tab

ReportCaster User Migration

If you are using ReportCaster with NLS, the bursted FTP file names created on disk do
not match those in the index file. As a result, the distributed report is not viewable. As
a workaround, create standard sequence file names with standard characters (such as
FILE01 and FILE02). These file names are referenced to a virtual field that is equal to a
sequence number, which you must make the primary BY field of the report.

NLS characters appear corrupt on report names when distributing reports to a zip file.
However, the report output appears correctly.

Symbols do not appear correctly in a log report. As a workaround, set the browser's
encoding method to Unicode.

Two-Way Email
The € (EURO) currency symbol appears as a question mark (?) in the e-mail message of a
Two-Way Email template.
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User Interface
The following are known NLS issues related to the user interface:

When using the Japanese user interface with a browser encoding set to Unicode or EUC,
JavaScript error messages may appear. As a workaround, set the browser encoding to
Japanese Shift-JIS.

The static text that appears on certain HTML pages can no longer be changed without
also updating their corresponding language resource files. Failure to do so results in
error messages. For more information on how to modify HTML page contents, see the
WebFOCUS Security and Administration manual.
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